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Note to Reader

I( A sign containing .natructions for the first three
adults who find the Handbook is posted at the entrance to
the shelter. A sample of this sign is on page 2.

A copy of the instructions found on the front of the
Handbook box is on page 3. A sample of the shelter
"information provided on the back of the Handbook box is
on page 4.

S[There are three envelopes inside the Handbook box,
one for each Temporary Shelter Manager. This box also
contains the instructions for the pernanent phase, but

4 that portion of the Handbook is placed in a compartment
behind instructions stating it is not to be used until
later.

Job instructions for the temporary phase are herein

printed on lightweight paper. However, it is suggested

that these instructions be printed on cardweight paper,
if cost considerations permit.

Signs and posters are prepared on 8½'ý x i1" sheets
for ease in binding, but larger signs are recommended.
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COMMUNITY

FALLOUT

SHELTER
HANDBOOK

THE FIRST 3 ADULTS WHO FIND THIS HANDBOOK ARE TO ACT AS TEMPORARY
SHELTER MMAEGERS, FOL"W THE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW CAREFULLY.

The lives of the people in this shelter may depend on how well and

how quickly you follow your instructions. One of you make the follow-
ing announcement immediately to the people already in the shelter.

In order for everyone to be protected from radiation,
-- there are certain jobs that need to be done iiutediately.

The survival of all of us depends on how well and how
quickly these jobs are done. We need 9 adults with at
least a high school education immuediately. Let's have
some volunteers.

(Keep asking for volunteers until you get all 9 persons--get
voiunteers only, if at all possible.)

Open this box and take out the 3 envelopes. Each of you three
Temporary Shelter Managers take one of the envelopes--it does not
matter who takes which envelope. The envelope marked Temporary
Shelter Manager A contains 9 numbered instruction leaflets which
are to be given to the 9 volunteers. Follow the instructions on
the front of your individual envel!oDes.

(i
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SHELITR INFORMATION

SHELTER CAPACITY Ventilated Unventilated

NUMBER OF ROOMS IN SHELTER_

Room No. Capacity Room No. Capacity

LOCATION CF SHELTER

"PROTECTION FACTIOR___

TELEPHONE________ LOCATION OF PRONE__________

OCD STOCKS

RADIATION DETECTION KITS

Office of Civil Defense Shelter Radiation Detection Kits
Location

FOOD RATIONS
Office of Civil Defense All-Purpose Survival Biscuits

Location
Office of Civil Defense All-Purpose Carbohydrate Supplement
Location

WATER
Office of Civil Defense Water Drums
Location

MEDICAL SUPPLIES
Office of Civil Defense Medical Kits (A and/or C)
Location________ ___________________

VENTILATION

Where there is an Office of Civil Defense Ventilation Kit, show:
Floor plan, showing Ventilation Kit location or locations.
Deployment plan worked out exactly according to instructions
(including piiotos of kits as set up if possible).

SANITATION
Office of Civil Defense Sanitation K-ts (SK III and/ov SK IV)
Location

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

LOCAL CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR
ADDRESS PHONE_
OFFICE PHONE
SHELTER MANAGER
ADDRESS PHONE
BUSINESS ADDRESS PHONE
EMERGENCY OPERATING CENTER PHONE NO.____

(4)
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(Front of Envelope for TSM A)

"•MPORARY SHELTER I-NWAGER A

1. Open this envelope and hand out the 9 numbered

instruction sheets to the 9 volunteers. As you

hand out the instruction sheets, remind these 9

persons that it is important for everyone's sur-

vival that they follow their individual instructions

carefully and complete them immediately.

I2. When you have handed out all other instruction

sheets, follow your instructions on the sheet

marked TEMPORARY SHELTER MANAGER A.

3. Any major decisions should be made jointly by

all 3 of the Temporary Shelter Managers.

¢'.1
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IPRINTr YOUR, NAME ON ZIE TE MP R R

D A-D

!BOTTOM OF VIIS CARD ANI E P R R
ON ViE OWIER SIDE.SH L E

2. TEAR OFF THE BO&TTom OF
THIS CARD Am GIVE IT MANAGER A
TO TEMPORARY ShELTER
MANAGER C.

3, THIS CARD MUST BE PRINT YOUR NAME HERE
CLEARLY SEEN. INSERT
IT IN YOUR POCKET,
ATTACH4 IT TO A BUTTON,
OR PIN IT TO YOUiR
CLOTHES SO THAT THE
TITLE SHOWS.

•,:4

f 1.
TEAR ALONG THIS LINE

-----------------------------
RETURN THIS PORTION TO

TEMPORARY SHELTER MANAGER C

PRINT YOUR NAME HERE

Temporary Shelter Manager A

(6)



Instructions for
TF{POERVAR-Y SHELTER YANAG-E A

IFollow these instructions carefully. The lives of h e in th-i
shelter depend on you, If you have not already handed out the 9 nu-
bered' instruction sheets, do it NOW. Keep the Handbook box with you,
since vital information is on the back of the box. This information
includes the capacity of the shelter and the iocation of su1RZ•es
which you will need to refer to later. Post the sheet entitled,
General Shelter Information, in a central location. This sheet is at
the end of tour instructiont,

SEach of the ) volunteers shou•d have return,,,d a card to Temporary
CShelter Manager C with his position and name on it. If all the vol-

unteers have not returned their cards, help Temiporary Shelter Manager C
locate the missing staff members.

•Temporary Shelter Manager B shou!J be passing out Information Cards

Qand keeping everyone seated and quiet. Temporary Shelter Manager C
should be supervising the 9 persons who received the instruction

* sheets. Before you read further, check witi the other Temporary
Shelter Managers to make sure they understand their instructions and
are. carin them out.

This Handbook is written so that untrained persons can quickly begin4jthe first shelter operations necessary for protection from fallout.

Later operations will be carried out by a permanent shelter staff
which you will select shortly. However, if a TRAINED shelter staff
member arrives, he has legal authority to take control of certain
areas. Note these areas below.

ARRIVAL OF ANY TRAINFD SHELTER MANAGER:
A trained Shelter Manager may take control of all shelter
operations as soon as he arrives. Give him the list of
temporary stat- members and their duties from the packet of
Temporary Shelter Manager C. He can use this list to see
quickly what is being done to secure the shelter. Offer him

*i the assistance of all your staff.

ARRIVAL OF OTTER TRAINED SHELTER STAFF MEMBERS:
- - Any trained staff member, other than the Shelter Manager, can

assume control of all areas if he can prove he is in line of
succession to the assigned Shelter Manager. This succession
list should be posted somewhere in the shelter. If he cannot
prove he is in line of succession, he should take over the
area for which he was trained. For example, a trained radiolog-
ical officer should take over that area at once.

I Temporary Radiological Officer I will report to you when the outside5radiatior reads .5 roentgens per hour. If your shelter is in com-
munication with the local Emergency Operating Center (civil defense
headquarters), have the Temporary Communications Officer send the
reading of .5 roentgens per hour to them.

TURN CARD OVER

(7)



You have to O.K <, messa~e sent out of Yc-ur shelter by radio,
te'.ephone, etc. Allow only civil defense messages to be sent. 1ie
Temporary Communications Officer is the only person authorized to
use the communications equipment other than the Temporary Shelter
Mana•ers.

AhPe capacity of your shelter is on the back of the Handbook box. If
(Temporary Radioiogical Officer I has not reported a .5 roentgens per

hour reading, tell arriving people to go on to other shelters if the
capacity for yojr shelter has been reached. If the reading has been
reported to you, you must admit as many people as possible and then
close the sheiter doors. The people can be moved to other shelters
in a few days wmen the radiation level is lower. If the shelter
seems very crowded, all 3 Temporary Shelter Managers should decide
when to close shelter doors by following instructions which Temporary
Shelter Manaqer C has.

Selection of Permanent Staff: You are to help Temporary Shelter
8Manager B with these selections. By now, he should have passed out

most of the Information Cards. He and his assistants should also
be collecting the cards .Yhich are already filled out. You are to
help them sort the cards as follows:

A. Put cards with a M by CIVIL DEFENSE into one stack. (If any-
one puts a I or 2 by this category, see what type of civil de-
fense training he has listed. If he has been trained for one
of the shelter staff oositions, select him for that position.)

B. Put cards with a [ by EXECUTIVE-MANAGEMENT into another stack.
C. Put cards with a • by MILITARY into another stack.
D. Put cards with a L by SCIENTIFIC into another stack.
E. Put cards with a • by MEDICAL into another stack.
F. Put cards with a L by TEA.CHING into another stack, .9Wqhen most of the Information Cards have been collected, begin to

select the permanent shelter staff. However, do not make any final
decisions until all carcs are returned, since a more qualified
person may be available. You and Temporary Shelter Manager B are to
select the permanent shelter staff by using the Permanent Staff Selec-
tion Table included with these instructions which shows the permanent
staff position, duties, desirable qualifications, and the names of the
card stacks from which the staff is to be chosen. Refer to this table
to choose the most qualified individual for each position you fill
below. If this procedure does not work, choose the person with the
highest education.

A. First use the Civil Defense stack to assign people to jobs for
which they have been trained.

B. Select the 4 most qualified persons from the Executive-Management
and Military stacks to fill the following positions: Shelter
Manager, Assistant Shelter Manager, Director of Operations, and
Director of Supply and Maintenance. Tell these 4 persons to
decide among themselves who will fill each position. As soon

(8)



as t•i Shelter Manager is decided upon, give him the permanent
section of the Shelter Handbook.

C. While these persons are deciding, select the 2 most qualified
persons from the Scientific stack. These 2 persons will fill
the positions of Director of Radiological Monitoring and Com-
munications and Director of Training. The better qualified
of the two should be the Director of Radiological Monitoring
and Communications.

fD. Select the Head of the Shelter Medical Staff from the Medical
stack.

E. Select the Director of Activities and the Administrative Clerk
from the Teaching stack. The better qualified of these 2 per-
sons should be the Director of Activities.

F. Return to the Executive-Maiaqginent and Military stacks. From
them select I Section Leader for (1) each 25-30 people in the
shelter or (2) for each room in the shelter; choose the more

S�adantable nlan for your shelter.

ive all the Information Cards to the Assistant Shelter Manager after
Ia II1 selections have been made.

When you have finished selecting the permanent staff, see that all
persons selected have been given their instructions by the permanent
Shelter Manager and are reading them or are starting to carry them
out. Offer to assist the permanent Shelter Manager if he needs help.

Complete This Check List:

1[j Have handed out 9 job instruction leaflets.

rj Have checked to see if Temporary Shelter Managers B and C are
doing their jobs.

SHave helped Temporary Shelter Manager B select permanent staff.

Have closed shelter doors if ca acity has been reached.

I

S~(9)
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Polmanen£ Staff Selection Tabie

Se lec tion
Title Qualifications Stacks Duties

Shelter Manager executive, administrative Uxecutive- responsible for overall
background, or high Management rupervision of everyone in
*military rank and Military the shelter and all finel

__________decisions

Assistant see Shelter Manager's Executive- responsible for supervising
Shelter qualifications Management Section Lea•drs and assuming
Manager and Military command of shelter if

i____ _ne ,essary

Director of see Shelter Manager's executive- responsible tor food and
Operations qualifications Management water distribution, sleeping

and Military arrangements, and food
Iaanitztio

Director of see Shelter Manager's Executive- responsible for shelter
Supply and qualifications Manageament supplies, security of the
Maintenance and Military shelter, ventilation, and
___ __sani tatio.

Director of most years of education Scientific responsible for rediation
SRadiological in science protection methods and super-
Monitoring and vising and recording all
Communications communications coming in and

Sgoin out of the shelter,

Director of scientific background, Scientific responsible for helping
Training preferably with or Teaching ehelterees understand t1he

teaching experience nature of radiation and
fallout and pzeparing them
for survival after leaving
the shelter

Head of medically-trained person medical responsible for the health of
the Shelter such as a doctor, all persons in the shelter
Medical Staff osteopath, dentist,

veterinarian, registered
nurse, medical corpsman,
podiatrist, licensed
practical nUrse, students
in the medical profession,
or a person who has had
training in first aid

Director of background in teaching, Teaching responsible for recreation,
Activities physical education, or exercise, nursery, and

social work religious activities in the
shelter

Administrative background in Teaching responsible for performing
Clerk secretarial work secretarial duties for the

Shelter Manager, collecting
and filing all forms which
are completed, and keeping
a daily log of events that
_occur in the shelter

Section Leaders see Shelter Manager's Executive- responsible for functioning
qualifications Management as head of a group of shel-

and Military ter occupants, dispensing
rations to this group, and
maintaining-good sanitation.

(lj)



General Shelter Information

1. This shelter is well protected; you are safe.

1 2. The shelter is stocked with food, water, and medical supplies.

. 3. The shelter staff is organizing the shelter, and we need your
4 ~ cooperation. If you are not asked to do a job, you can help to

prevent confusion by sitting guietly. Please leave aisles for
the staff to use in moving around the shelter. Do not unpack
your belongings at this time.

4. Parents, keep your children seated and quiet.

5. The Medical Area will be identified with a sign. It is )Žeino
set up now.

6. There are three Temporary Shelter Managers. At least one of us
will be near the sign marked "Command Post" at all times. The
fire-fighting equipment will also be in the Command Post area.
A permanent Shelter Manager and staff will soon be selected and
appointed to replace the temporary staff.

*7. Telephones are to be used only for civil defense operations.
Do not attempt to make a telephone call over any telephone in the
building, since private telephones are not working.

* 8. Do not leave the marked shelter area unless you are on a task
team. The rest of the building has higher radiation levels.

9. Do not interfere with the operation of the ventilation system,
Where Ventilation Kits are stocked, we need to get them into
oparation as soon as possible. Treat them carefully.

j4T
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i oS... ACK) (F'•,T) ...

1. PRIN~T YOUM NAME ON TtE TEMPORARY
BOTTOM OF THIS CARDAl
ON THE OTHER SDE. RADIOLOGICAL
T2R. • OFF THE BOTTOM OF

2THIS CAID AND GIVE IT OFFICER I
TO TEMPORARY SHELTER

MANAGER C.,

3. THIS CARD MUST BE PRINT YOUR NAME HERE
CLEARLY SEEN. INSERT
IT IN YOUR POCKET,
ATTACH IT TO A BUTTON,
OR PIN IT TO YOUR
CLOTHES SO THAT THE
TITLE SHOWS.

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE j
-- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -

RETURN THIS PORTION TO
TEMPORARY SHELTER MANAGER C

PRINT YOUR NAME HERE

Temporary Radiological
Officer 1

(12)



Instructions for
TEMPORARY RADIOLOGICAL OFFICER I

Follow these instructions carefully. The lives of
- the people in this shelter depend on you. Got the

Civil Defense Shelter Radiation Detection Kit.
Its location is given on the back of the Handbook
which Temporary Shelter Manager A has. The instru-
ments in the kit will be used by both you and
Temporary Radiological Officer 2.

Take the CDV-715 survey meter from tho kit. Place

a size D flashlight battery inside, matching the
-lus (+) end of the battery to the plus (+) end
of the slot. As you close the meter, place the
battery over the #2one in the bottom of the case- COV-7#5

7 Carry out the following steps, using the diagram

at the r , to see if the meter is working:
A. Turn the master switch to the zero posi-

tion.
B. Allow 2 minutes for the meter to warm up.
C. Adjust the zero control untii the dial

pointer is on zero.
-D. Hold the master switch in the circuit

check position. The dial pointer should
fall between the red lines marked Circuit

does not, go on to step E.E. Go through steps A, B, C, and D, again. If (0) ASITER
the meter still reads incorrectly, leave it, (0)
and follow the instructions beginninq with
step 5.

F. Turn LLe master switch back to the zero
position and repeat step L., if necessary.

Now turn the master switch to the X0.3 position. Go outside theSuil and wait until the pointer is on 5. Report a reading of

.5 roentgens per hour to Shelter Manager A. Record the .5 reading
and the time it was taken on this sheet. Also tell Temporary

Radiological Officer 2 that a dangerous amount of fallout has arrived.

Take the cardboard box marked CDV-750 Radiological Dosimeter Charger5 from the kit box. Also remove the CDV-742 dosimeter boxes.

_ I
TURN CAPD OVER

(13)
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To operate these instruments, follow the
6 steps below using the diagrams at the

right:
A. Open the dosimeter charger case by

CMAWM Gittloosening the case screw. -I

B. Place a size D flashlight battery
in the slot, matching the
plus (-t-) end of the battery to
the plus f4.) end of the slot.

C. While the case is still open, 0 CAGAunscrew the cS from the chrg

contact. Press the bottom end of CAN&
a dosimeter lightly on the 3-'-•
charging contact. A small bulb
on the underside should light up.
If it does not, replace it with A .AT, 0hJVUT.C-DK
the spare bulb in the rubber ring "A^IRMH WM A*". CCV-75

across from the battery.
D. Close the case of the dosimeter

charger.
E. Place the bottom end of a dosi-

meter over the charging contact.
Press it down FIRMLY and look LiNE

through the top to see a scale ROENTGENS
reading from 0 to 200. Adjust
the scale control knob until the
line crossing the scale is directly J.L
over the zero on the scale.

F. Repeat step E to make surŽ the

dosimeter is zeroed.
fG Complete steps E and F for each

dosimeter you have.

N7Now eivenly space the dosimeters around in the rooms which contain the

(most p>gp>. The permanent Radioicizal Monitor will take readings
from the.n Laer. Write down the location of each dosimeter and the
time you put it there.

S9HeWv Temporary Radiological Monitor 2 if he needs it.

Complete This Check List:

Li Have found out location of Civil Defense Shelter Radiation
Detection Kit from Temporary Shelter Manager A.

SHave monitored outside the shelter for arrival of fallout
particles with the CDV-?l5 survey meter.

j Have reported to Temporary Shelter Manager A when radiation
level reached .5 roentgens per hour outsidt the shelter.

(14)
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"H Have adjusted dosimeters with the CDV-750 Radiological Dosimeter
Churger.

7 Q• Wave evenly spaced the CDV-742 dosimetera around in the rooms
which contain the most people.

5 Have turned over all instructions and instruments to ?empcrary
Selter Manager C.

(15



(BACK) (F•oT,

I. PRINT YOUR o T TEMPORARY I
BOISM OF T CARD A T OLO IAR

ON T1E OMR SIDE. RADIOLOGICAL
2. TEA OFF O -, oF OFFICER 2

THIS CARD AM GIVE IT
TO TEMPORARY SHELTER
%4 GER C.

.PRINT YOUR NAME HEE
3. THIS CARD MUST BE

CLEARLY SEEN. INSERT
IT IN YOUR POCKET,
ATTACH IT TO A BUTTON,
OR PIN IT TO YOUR
CW.,OTHES, So THAT THE
TITLE SHOWS.

1'

{I

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE-- ---------- --- --
RETURN THIS PORTION TO

TEMPORARY SHELTER MANAGER C

PRINT YOUR NAME HERE

Temporary Radiological
Officer 2

(16)



Instructions for
TEMPORARY RADIOLOGICAL OFFICER 2 2_

Folo these inastructions caeuly =
lives of the Pe i this shelter dep
on you. Get the Civil Defense Shelter
Radiation Detection Kit. Its location is
given on the back of the Handbook which
Temporary Shelter Manager A has. The
instruments in the kit will be used by
.k=h you and Temporary Radiological
Officer 1.

Take the CV-00QQ survy meter from the kit.2 Open the meter case. Remove the 2 metal
clips over the battery slots, place 4
size D flashlight batteries in, matching
the plus (+) end of the batteries with
the plus (+) end of the slots. Replace CDY-70o
the 2 metal clips and close the meter box.

- Using the diagram at the right, carry out

the following steps to see if the meter
is workings

A. Turn the jseleco sitch to the StLICTOR
X10 position. SWITCH

B. Allow 30 seconds for the meter to
warm up.

c. Rotate the shield on the vrobe to
the fully open positiony you will % a* -,PROBE

hear a click and see a yellow tube off
through the 3 windows when the :SHIELD
shil3d i fully open.

D. Place the open 3 wirdows on the
"operational check source" on the
side of the meter box, With the NAME
p in this position, the dial PLUO
pointer should fall between 0.1
and 0.3 on the scale. If it does,
go on to step .5. If it does no,
see step 4.

There is no way that you can adjust this meter with your equip-

ment. However, it is not used as much for dial readings as for

i headphone listening. The headphone responds much quicker to the

presence of fallout. Go to step 5 for use of this meter with a
head•hone.

I
TURN CARD OVER

(17)
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Attach the hedphone to the " Z on the
CDV-700. Go just outside the shelter area main
door. Turn the sylftkor Oib. to the _LQ
dial pointer should read 0.3 or below. if it does

not. try to find a place inAide, a4r t as R- • /1
er. are. . whr h ilpinter will read coretly._

Once the meter zeads correctly, stay in that place and listen to

the nwmber of background clicks over the headphone. In checking
people and their belongings for fallout debris, use the increase
in clicks rather than the dial pointer. since the dial pointer
moves too slowly. Do not be afraid of the people who have
fallout particles on them. Once Al A ,U shed off, _tey A

.)p radioactive 7. . anngthr

SPass the yrokg (with open shield) over each person's7 body as shown in this diagram. Keep the R
about 2 inches from the body. The nuzmiber of clicks
will increase if the probe passes over any fallout
debris. Closely check shoes, cuffs, bare skin, and
moist areas where particles would probably gather.
If a person has fallout debris on him, have him shake
his clothing and brush off his skin. A change of
clothes would be best- if Possible.

fl Temporary Radiological Officer 1 will tell you when a dangerous level
0 of radiation is reached. At 1his tm t all pesple into thes.

shelter, including staff members who may be outside the shelter
area. Keep them together and check them near the door so you can
sweep the particles outside the shelter area.

Complete this Check List:

o Have obtained Shelter Radiation Kit from Temporary Shelter
Manager A.

Q] Have used CDV-700 survey meter to check for radiation particles
as People enter the shelter,

(18
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t. rarr vua zn oIra=r

BOTTOM OF THIS CARD 4M TO
SO 212 oTHER sou . SECURITY

2. TEARo°v OFF ,H °O OFFICER
THIS CARD AM GIVE IT
TO TEMPORARY SHELTER
MANAER C.

3. THIS CARD MUST BE PRINT YOUR NAME HERE
CLEARLY SEEN. INSERT
IT IN YOUR POCKET,
ATTACH IT TO A BUTTON,
OR PIN IT TO YOUR
CLOTHES SO THAT THE
TITLE SHOWS.

TEAR ANG TMIS LINE

RETURN THIS PORTION TO

TEMPORARY SHELTER MANAGER C

PRINT YOUR NAME HERE

Temporary Security Officer

(19)



instructions for3 TEMPORARY SECURITY OFFICER

%abg& instr-uctions gaeuly -T% flyjg f-ts122j
&I this s A! .t i. if the shelter area is used for storage,

office space, IL_., you mu"s move out all items to have enough space
for the number of people your shelter is supposed to hold. Get
assistany~s, if necessary. Appoint an assistant to help you keep
an ima from beinq b rgught into the shelter.

Close all windows and doors leading to the outside except doors

C through which people are entering. Get several people to help you,
if necessary. If there are broken windows, cover them up, and close
all shads uness liýht i needAd for shelter activities. . ..

3 Search in and around the shelter for fire extinguishers and rescue

equipment such as axes, ropes, and stretchers, and bring them to
* the area marked Connand Y.y. • directions .jqjj contents 2

Sf h 1 extinguishers befoe u them: Extinguishers
with vaporizing liquids, such as carbon tetrachloride, chlorobromme-
thane, or carbon dioxide, should ,2 be used in a small, closed area--
kb y Mxouca t2xic f fies in a fire. Water must na be used for
an electrical or chemical fire. Use sand, dirt, or some dry non-
flammable materil to put out these tvyes of fires.

4 neck the following things to determine if they are working properlys
(1) water faucets, (2) lights, including flashlights and batteries,
(3) heating system, and (4) ventilation system. Report this
information to Temmorary Shelter .Manacer C.-

Complete This Check List:

O Have moved unnecessary items out of the shelter.

o] Have closed all doors and windows.

[• Have searched for fire eftinguishers, rescue equipment.
flashlights, and batteries.

UHave checked building- utilijties

(20)
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(BACK) (FRONT)

MI N YotM NAME ON THE TEMPORARY
BOTTOM OF THIS CARD A=
ON TE OTHER SIDE. WATFR SUPPLY

2. TEAR oFF oi'•- Bo# or uFFICER
TIEI CARD AND GIVE IT
TO qTEPORARY SHELTER
MANAGER C. PRINT YOUR NAME HERE

3. THIS CARD MUST BE
CLEARLY SEEN. INSERT
IT IN YOUR POCKET,
ATTACH IT TO A BUTTON,
OR PIN IT TO YOUR

* CLOTHES SO THAT THE
TIT'LE SHOWS.

i

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE

RETURN THIS PORTION TO
TEMPORARY SHELTER MANAGER C

PRINT YOUR NAME HERE

Temporary Water Supply

Officer

(21)
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Instructions for

TEMPORARY WATER SUPPLY OFFICER

F t i i caref~ll 9 & the intpcin In in
helter d 9 y. The water supply is stored in army-green

metal drums marked Office of Civil Defense Drinking Water. Their
locations are given on the back of the Handbook which Temporary Shel-
ter Manager A has. Also find out the shelter capacity fron the back
of the Handbook and write the number here ........

2 Get someone to help you check a the drums to make sure they are
f .ull. If some drums are emotv. they must be filled immediately.

If the drums ate not in the shelter area, move 4 drums per 100 people

(see shelter capacity above) into the shelter area after filling
them. Place the rest of the dzums just outside the shelter area door.
Full water drums may be stacked not mo thre_ e h•g. Caution:
Xull g d 3jgh 1-5Q .)j1a. Use as many helpers as you need to
get the job done quickly. If the Temporary Radiological Officer
reports that a dangerous level of radiation has arrived, sto moving
and filling water drums. Return to the shelter area at once.

A Obtain water purification tablets (iodine tablets) from the Temporary4 Medical Officer. To purify the water, use.,.Q j• ine tablets to the
;7a gallons of water in a full drum. Purify I drum of water for the
Temporary Medical Officer. Purify others later. Each drum must sit
30 minutes after rurification before it is used.

When the drums are filled, purified, and have been moved into the
shelter area, guard them. Do not let anyone except the Temporary5 Medical Officer have any water unless you receive orders from a
Temporary Shelter Manager. Instructions for siphoning water from
these drums are on the back of this card.

Complete This Check List: I
C] Have looked for water drums and filled them, if necessary.

L] Have moved water drums to the shelter.

CJ Have purified the water.S Have .uarded the water drums..

TURN CARD OVER
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rrocaduze for Taking Water from
Water Drum by Siphon ii

1. (o" ;c *iphon hose and one package of water cups
from the Temjo:ary Sanitation Officer. Ask Temporary
Shelter Manager C where to find the Temporary Sanita- /1
tion Officer.

2. Remove the tie wires from both plastic bags.
Insert the rubber tubing through thm hole in the inner
plastic baq, leaving about 6 inches of the tubing
sticking out of the end of the bag.

3. Double back this last 6-inch section and pinch
tightly.

4. Hold the plastic bag around the t -ng with one
hand, and with the other hand, pull the pinched end
of the tubing out of the bac and thpn it-aight down-
ward so that it iz just below the level .-f the bottom
of the water drum. Be careful not to pu-. ..he other
end of the tubing out of the water.

5. Unpinch, and water will siphon out. In order for
the water to flow, the outside end of the tubing must
be near the bottom of the container.

6. To stop the flow of water, double back the last 6 inches.
Tie the folded tubing with the tie wire from the water bags.

7. When water ceases to flow due to the low level of water
remaining in the drum, elevate the water drum by putting it on
another drum or on a box to restart the flow of water.

(23)



(BACK) (FRONT)

1.1 YOUR NAE ON TIM TEMPORARY
BOTTOM OF THIS CARD AND
ON THE OTHER SIDE. FOOD SUPPLY

2. TEAR OFF THE DOT11TO*M OF•. .• F,• •.=•oOFFICER
THIS CA-RD AND GIVE IT
TO TEMPO(RARY SHELTER

MANAGER C.

PRINT YOUR NAME HERE
3. THIS CARD MUST BE

CLEARLY SEEN. INSERT
IT IN YOUR POCKET,
ATTACH IT TO A BUTTON,
OR PIN IT TO YOUR
CLOTHES SO THAT THE
TITLE SHOWS.

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE

RETURN THIS PORTION TO
TEMPORARY SHELTER MANAGER C

PRINT YOUR NAME HERE

Temporary Food Supply
Officer

(24)



S5 5m• Instruction for

TEMPORARY FOOD SUPPLY OFFICER

"I Follow these instructions carefully. The lives of the peorle in this
shelter depend on y.2u. Find the office of Civil Defense Survival
Supplies which are in cardboard boxes. Their location and the shelter
cApacity are on the back of the Handbook which Temporary Shelter
Manager A has. Write the shelter capacity here

2 Nove the amounts o2L sunples listed below 1= he ohilter itmediately,
if they are not already in the shelter. Get some men to help you
carry out this task.

Suyplies Amount needed immediately
Biscuit or Cracker Boxes 3 per 100 people (see Shelter

Capacity above)
Carbohydrate Supplement Boxes I per 100 people
Sanitation Kits (SK IV) 2 per 100 people
Ventilation Kits I per 200 people
Medical Kits 1 (one)
Radiation Detection Kits 1 (one)

- (Another staff member will move thie water drums.)

3 After you have moved the above supplies into the shelter, begin moving
the remaining supplies to a place just outside the shelter area door,
but as close to the shelter as possible.

4While the supplies are being moved, look for items which may be

-helpful in the shelter, such as brooms,. mops, tools, and batteries.

If a Temporary R-diological Officer reports that radiation has arrived,5 moving supplies and return to the shelter. Make an estimate of
the amount of supplies you did not get moved in: list the estimate and
the location of these supplies on the back of this sheet.

You are to guard the supplies once you have moved them into the6 shelter area. Allow ONLY the following people to take the supplies
listed below;

A. Temporary Shelter Managers - any supplies needed
B. Temporary Radiological Officers 1 and 2 - 1 Radiation Detection

Kit between them
C. Temporary Medical Officer - 1 Medical Kit
D. Temporary Sanitation Officer - 1 Sanitation Kit
E. Temporary Ventilation Officer - All Ventilation Kits

I.

TUfLN CAPD OVER
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iI
Complete This Check List:

Have located thn following supplies and have moved them inside
the shelter, if necessay--

SC Food boxes

"�"U Radiation Detection Kit(s)

: •-] Ventiiaticn Kit(s)

-F Medical Kit(s)

. Sanitation Kit(s)

Have collected items which may be useful in the shelter (maps,
brooms, tools, batteries, etc.)

(26)
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MI,1mONT TEMPORARY
iTTOM OF THIS CARD A
ON THE OTHER STDE. MEDCA L

2. T OFF T BoT oF OFFICER
THIS CARD ADGIVE IT
TO TEMPORARY SHELTER~
MANAGER C.

3. THIS CARD MUST BE PRINT YOUR NAME HERE
CLEARLY SEV2.14 INSERT
IT IN YOUR POCKET,

r ATTACH IT TO A BUTTON,
OR PIN IT TO YOUR
CLTHES SO THAT THE

TITLE SHOWS.

ii

I
TEAR ALONG THIS LINE

RETURN THIS PORTION TO
STEMPORARY SHELTER MANAGER C

PRINT YOUR NAME HERE

Temporary Medical Officer
(

1 (27)
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Instructions for
TEMPORARY MEDICAL OFFICEP

E!oliow these instructions carefully. The lives of the E in this5 shelter dp on . If a doctor, nurse, or other medically trained

person in the shelter volunteers to be Temporary Medical Officer, turn
these instructions over to him. Otherwise, you are the Temporary
Medical officer.

2 Gat I Office of Civil Defense Medical Kit. Its location is given on
the back of the H.andbook which Temporary Shelter Managcer A has.

3 Set up a Medical Area in a quiet corner of the shelter. Post the
attached oMedical Area" sign on the wall.

Check the contents of the Medical Kit. Instructions for the use of

"these supplies and special medications are given on pages 63-67 of thebooklet, Medical Care in shelters whicli is in the Medical Kit. Con-

serve the medical supplies. Guard them carefully and do not let
anyone else take them.

Take care of emergency victims first. if there are more emergencies5 than you can handle, ask for volunteers to help you. Record informa-
tion for each person you treat on the Medical Record (back of this
sheet).

The Temporary Water Supply Officer will ask you for water purification
tablets to purify drinking water for the shelter. If you need water
for medical purposes, get 1 of the purified drums from the Temporary
Water Supply Officer. He will tell you how to siphon water from the
drum. Do not waste water:

Complete This Check List:

] Have asked Temporary Shelter Manager A for Medical Kit.

U] Have st lected place for Medical Area and have posted sign.

U] Have recorded all uses of medical supplies.

TURN CARD OVER
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tedical Record
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1. PRIW2T YOUR Nmv ON THE TEMPORARY
ON THE OTHER SIDE, COMMUNICATIONS

2. nnM OFF THE soro OF
THIS CARD ANM GIVE IT OFFICER
TO) TEMPORARY SHELTER
-&MANAGER C.

3. TIUS CARD MUST BE PRINT YOUR NAME HERE

CLEARLY SEEN. INSERT
IT IN YOUR POCKET,
ATTACH IT TO A sirrOwN,
OR PIN IT TO YOUR

i CfLOTHES SO THAT THE
TITLE SHOWS.

TEAR ALON' THIS LINE

RETURN THIS PORTION TO

I TEMPORARY SHELTER MANGER C
-- 1

PRINT YOUR NAME HERE

I1- Temporary Couwunications
Officer

-- I
-- 1I



.7 Instructions for
(TEMPORARY COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER

E21w t-3ixwtructions c~~fu~l. n& Jives of the Iople 2 a ½a' shelter 4on 19u. Borrow a portable transistor radio for offi-
cial shelter use. Keep it tuned to a station which is broadcasting

___ivil defense news bulletins.

Taking the radio with you, check the back of the Handbook which2Temporary Shelter Manager A has for the location of a shelter tele-
phone and the Emergency Operating Center (EOC) telephone number.
Write the EOC telephone number here _ and your shelter
telephone number hare3 if there is a shelter telephone in working order:

A. Get in touch with EOC headquarters (civil defense office).

B. Tell them the location of your shelter and your shelter
telenhone number.

A Stay by the telephone and radio until you are relieved by the Director4 .of Radiological Monitoring and Communications of the permanent shelter
staff. You and the Temnorary Shelter Manacers are the only temporary
staff members authorized to use the telephone. Do not allow anyone
else to use the telephone.

SYou must have the O.K. of Temporary Shelter Manager A before sending
OUt any message.

f% On the back of this sheet is a Temporary Communications Officer's Log.
"QYou must record each news bulletin from the radio on it. Also record

all telephone calls, whether incoming or outgoing.
Report each incoming telephone call or radio broadcast to Temporary7 Maelter Manager A as soon as you receive it.

Some shelters may have 2-way radios or battery-operated telephones.SIf your shelter has this equipment, find someone who kno's how to use
it. All messages received or sent through these instruments must
also be entered in the log.

Complete This Check List:

m Have kept a radio tuned to a station broadcasting civil defense
news bulletins.

r] Have looked for a telephone in the shelter area which is in
working order.

Have recorded all incoming and outgoing telephone and radio
messages.

• Have allowed no one but a Temporary Shelter Manager or myself to
call out.

TUNCARD OVER
(32)
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TEMPORARY COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER'S LOG
_ _ _(Make more logs if you need them)

Incoming
or Of ficer's

Date/Time Message Outgoing Initials

(33)
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(BACK) (FRONT)

1 1. PPRI YOUR NA, ON THE TEMPORARY
BOTTOM OF THIS CARD AND
ON TE oT sRDE. SANITATION

2.. • FFICER2. TEAR OFG THE BOTTOM OF
THIS CARD AND GIVE IT
TO TEMPORARY SHELTER
MANAGER C.

~PRINT YOUR NAME HERE

S~~~~~3. THIS CARD MUST BE Rh OUNAEEEi
S~CLEARLY S2EN. INSERT

S~IT IN YOUR POCKET,
S~ATTACH IT TO A BUTTON,

OR PIN IT TO YOUR
i CLOTHES SO THAT THE

"TepTITraE SHOWS.

TEAR ALONG THIS LIN(E

RETURN THIS PORTION TO
TEMPORARY SHELTER MANAGER C

PRINT YOUR NAME HERE

Temporary Sanitation officer

(34,



lnstruct ions for8
TEMPORARY SANITATION OFFICER

SWith the crowded conditions in a shelter, disease can spread very
Squickly. An infectious disease could endanger the lives of all the

people in the shelter. For this reason, it is extremely important
that yau Sr out all the instructions below immediately.

Cover all flush cemiodes with cardboard and put up a sign reading "Oo
Not Use.w Flush commodes should not be used as all water must be
saved.

Pick a place for one Commode Area. If possible, the commodes should

be set up in an area that affords privacy and where the air is
exhausted from the 7helter. If no Commode Areas are available, make
them by stacking water drums and food boxes. Water drums may be
stacked 3 high when full, 4 to 5 high when empty. Food boxes may be
stacked by placinq them like bricks in a wall.

The round, cardboard drums marked "Sanitation Kit

ElkIII or IV" contain supplies needed for setting up
chemical commodes. Get 1 of the Sanitation Kits
"and an empty metal ;ater drum now. Their loca-
tions are given on the back of the Handbook which Z..-
Temporary Shelter Manager A has. If there is no ft&•ofmW
empty metal water drum, get one that is full.
There are supplies in the Sanitation Kits which
the Temporary Water Supply Officer will need. He
will ask you for them. Directions for assembling
the chemical commode are on the back of this card.

After you have set up one commode, stay by the Commode Area and
follow the instructions below until the Shelter Manager tells you
otherwise.

A. Inform the people of these rules for cormmode use:
1. Keep the commodes clean and dry.
2. Sit on the commode when using it (both males and females).
3. Put the drum cover on upside-down to reduce odor and to

protect the seat, after using the commode.
4. Allow small children to use the commode only if they are

accompanied by an adult.
B. Issue an adequate number of squares of toilet tissue per

person. Do not waste toilet tissue!

Complete This Check List:

[] Have sealed off all flush toilets.

0 Have set up one chemical commode.

[ [• Have supervised use of the chemical commode.

TURN CARD OVER
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Steps in Assembling a Chemical commode

1. Empty the cardboard drum of its contents.

2. Unfold the plastic bag liner assembly (2 liners, one inside the
other) and place in the empty metzl water drum with the bottom of the
bags resting smoothly on the base of the drum. DO NOT USE THE
CARDBOARD DRUM FOR THE COMMODE. If the water drum is full, put the
plastic bag liner assembly in the cardboard drum. and empty the water
into it. DO NOT TRY TO LIFT A BAG OF WATER OUT OF THE DRUM. Tie the
top of the bag assembly in the cardboard drum and replace the card-
board lid. Cut open the top of the inner plastic bag in the metal
water drum. It will be used as the commode liner. Turn the edges of
the bag liner assembly down over the rim of the metal drum.

3. Add the chemical carefully to the commode according to the
directions on the bottle or the packet.

4. Place the commode seat on the drum and make sure it holds the
plastic bags in place over the commode edge.

-(3i
.4

I
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MHcK) ______eRONT-)

1PRNT YOUR WMA ON THE--- ;o. or ,_- CAR AND oTEMPORARY
ON THE OTHER SIDE.

2.=TER O VENTILATION
•=-•2. TEAR 0"F THE BOTTOM OF

THiS '.ARD AD GIVE IT OFFICER
TO TEMPORARvY SELTER
MANAGER C.

3. THIS CARD MUST BE PRINT YOUR NAME HERE
CLEARLY SEEN. INSERT
IT IN YOUR POCKET.

SF ATTACH IT TO A BUTTON,
- OR PIN IT TO YOUR

CLOTHES SO THAT THE
TITLE SHOWS.

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE
-----------------------------------------

RETURN THIS PORTION TO
TEMPORARY SHELTER MANAGER C

PRINT YOUR NAME HERE

Temporary Ventilation Officer

1 i(37)
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Instructions for 9
TEMPORAY VENTILATION OFFICER

Follow t ___t_____ej The lives of the 2__S_1 n h_0

shelter depend on you Get all of the Office of Civil Defense Ventila-
tion Kits. Their locations are given on the back of the Handbook which
Temporary Shelter Manager A has. Also find out the shelter capacity
from the back of the Handbook and write the .umber here
There should be I Ventilation Kit for each 200 people of the shelter

Sca~acity,
2 Ask for 2 assistants with meghanical experience to assemble each

Ventilation Kit. The instructions for assembly and operation must be
followed carefully and exactly.

Map of shelter area showing
deployment of ventilation
kits to be placed here.

These kits must be operating within I hour of entry into the shelter

or the temperature rise will make conditions dangerous if the shelter
i s crowded,•

4 Once you have the Ventilation Kits in working order, get older teen-
agers or young adults to take shifts on the bicycle fans. Continue
these shifts until the Director of Supply and Maintenance from the
permanent shelter staff relieves you of this duty.

Complete This Check List.

I Have asked Temporary Shelter Manager A for locations of Ventila-
tion Kits.

[ Have located 2 persons with mechanical experience to assemble each
of the kits.

[] Have recruited people to pedal the bicycle fans in shifts until
the permanent Director of Supply and Maintenance relieves me.

(38)



jr
(Mront of Envelope for TSM B)-'| A-

TEMPORARY SHELTER MANAGER B

S .I

i i •1. Your instructions are inside this envelope. Begin

•i! reading them right away and follow all instructions

2. Any major decisions should he made Jointly by all

-- • 3 of the Temporary Shelter Maunagers.

1 (39)
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(BACK) (FRONT)

1 PRINT YOUR NAME ON TE TEMPORARY
BOTTOM OF THIS CARD
ON THE OTHER SIDE. SHELTER

2. TEAR OFF THE BOTTOM OF
THIS CARD AND GIVE IT MANAGER B
To TELMPRARY SHELTER
MANAGER C.

3. THIS CARD MUST BE PRINT YOUR NAME HERE
CLEARLY SEEN. INSERT
IT IN YOUR POCKET,
ATTACH IT TO A BUTTON,
OR PIN IT TO YOUR
CLOTHES SO THAT THE
TITLE SHOWS.

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE

RETURN THIS PORTION TO
TEMPORARY SHELTER MANAGER C

PRINT YOUR NAME HERE

Temporary Shelter Manager B

(40)



Tnstructions for
TEMPORARY SHELTER KMANGER B

instructigns cArefully. The lives of the eple in tis
| shelter deend On y. You have Information Cards in your envelope.

Appoint 1 assistant per 100 people of the sheor £iRas to pass
* out these cards. The shelter capacity and the number of rooms in the

shelter cant be found on the back of the Handbook box. If this informa-
tion is not given, survey the shelter promptly to determine the number
of rooms available. Your assistants should complete the following
itasks:

A. Tell the people to move away from shelter entrances, to spread
out evenly in the shelter area, and to remain seated and quiet.
Avoid overcrowding in any one room. Announce these instructions
loudly so everyone can hear.

B. Give an Information Card to egerone over 17 years of age and
have them fill it out imedately.

C. Stay in the area where the cards were distributed to collect
them wihen filled out.

While the people are filling out the Information Cards, get their

"Cattention by standing on a food box or chair and make the following
announcements. Repeat these in each room of the shelter.

-This shelter is well protected: you are safe.

-The shelter is stocked with food, water, and medical supplies.

o *-The shelter staff is organizing the shelter, and we need your co-
operation. If you are not asked to do a job, you can help to
prevent confusion by sitting quietly. Please leave aisles for the
staff -o use in moving around the shelter. Do not unpack your
belongings at this time.

-Parents keep your children seated and quiet.

-The Medical Area will be identified with a sign. It is being set
up now.

-There are 3 Temporary Shelter Managers. At least one of us will
be near the sign marked "Conmmand Post" at all times. The fire-

fighting equipment will also be in the Command Post area.

"* - -Fill out your Information Cards immediately. The information on
these cards will be used to select the best qualified persons for
staff positions. Hold up your card when you finish, and it will
be collected.

-Telephones are to be used only for civil defense operations. Do
not attempt to make a telephone call over any telephone in the
building, since private telephones are not working.

TURN CARD OVER
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-Do not leave the marked shelter area unless you are on a task
team. 1he rest of the building has higher radiation levels.

-From now on when I want your attention I will raise my arms.
Then you should raise your arms as a signal for others to be
qu•iet.

STell youz assistwits to col;act the Information CadIs as people3 finish them. Be sure that you 3 Temporary Shelter Managers fill out
Information Cards for yourselves and that the other members of the
temporary staff and their assistants each fill out a card. Put these
cards in the correct stacks as described next.

4You and your assistants and Temporary Shelter Manager A should begin

sorting the cards into the following stacks by the area which the
person marked 1.

A. Put cards with a W by CIVIL DEFENSE into one stack. (If
anyone puts a 1 or 2 by this category see what type of civil
defense training he has listed. If he has been trained for one
of the shelter staff positions, select him for that position.)

B. Put cards with a _ by EXECUTIVE-MANAGfEENT into another stack.
C. Put cards with a I by MILITARY into another stack.
D. Put cards with a 1 by SCIENTIFIC into another stack.
E. Put cards with a 1 by MEDICAL into another stack.
F. Put cards with a by TEACHING into another stack.

r When most of the Information Cards have been collected, begin to select
the permanent shelter staff. However, do not make any final decisions
until all cards are returned, since a more qualified person may be
available. You and Tamporary Shelter Manager A are to select the
permanent shelter staff by using the Permanent Staff Selection Table
included with these instructions which shows the permanent staff
positions, duties, desirable qualifications, and the names of the
card stacks from which the staff is to be chosen. Refer to this table
to choose the most qualified individual for each position you fill
below. If this procedure does not work, choose the person with the
hjihest education.

A. First use the Civil Defense stack to assign people to jobs for
which they have been trained.

B. Select the 4 most qualified persons from the Executive-Management
and Military stacks to fill the following positions: Shelter
Manager, Assistant Shelter Manager, Director of Operations, and
Director of Supply and Maintenance. Tell these 4 persons to
decide among themselves who will fill each position. As soon
as the Shelter Manager is decided upon, give him the permanent
section of the Shelter Handbook.

(42)
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C. While these persons are deciding, select the 2 most qualified
persons from the Usij2.ft.f. stack. These 2 persona will fill
the positions of Director of Radiological Monitoring and Com-
munications and Director of Training. The better qualified of
the 2 should be the Director of Radiological Monitoring and
Communications.

V. Select the Head of the Shelter Medical Staff from the Medicol
stack.

E. Select the Director of Activities and the Administrative Clerk
from the TIachiJg stack. The better qualified of these 2
persons should be the Director of Activities.

F. Return to the Bxecutiv-nge ~ ment and Kilitaa stacks. From
them select I Section Leader for (I) each 25-30 people in the
shelter or (2) for each room in the shelter; choose the more
.. gtable ilan. for your shelter.

GGive a~ll the Informatic.n Cards to the Assistant Shelter Manager after
6all-selectioRns have been ma~de.7 When you have finished selecting the permanent staff, see that all

persons selected have been given their instructions by the permanent
Shelter Manager and axe reading them or are starting to carry them

Sout, OQffer to assist the permanent Shelter Manaaer if he needs help,

Complete This Check List:

i Have passed out Information Cards.

o Have directed people to move away from doors and to be quiet.

C] Have made announcements while people are filling out Informa-
tion Cards.

H Rave collected and sorted Information Cards.

5'i Have helped Temporary Shelter Manager A select the permanent
staff.

o Have helped Temporary Shelter Manager A and C decide when to
close the shelter doors.

(
I
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PermanGnt Staff Seletion Table

Selection

title ajlifieatigio. Stacks Duties

Shelter Manager executivea administrative Executive- repo• ible for overall
background, or high Manaq4ment upervision of everyone in
military rankt and Military the shelter and all final

Assist~~t se 1SisXI9e ~ xcutive- respnsibla for stvpervisiong
S.helter qualifications Management scition tLaders and assuming
Manager and Militar- comand of shelter if

Direotor of seze •et '. 'r EXecut±Va- responsible for food and
Operations qualific-ation* managezent watAr distribution, sleeping

am Military arra ement*, and food

Director of see Shelter Manager's Executive- responsible for shelter
Supply and qualifications Management supplies, security of the
Maintena~nce and military shelter, ventilation, anid

I sanit~ation

Director of most years of education Scientific responsible for rodiation
Radiological in science protection methods and super-
Monitoring and vising and recording all
Com unications communications coming in and
il"_ _oin out of the shelter

Director of scientific background, Scientific responsible for heiping
Training preferably with or Teaching shelterses understand the

teaching experience nature of radiation and
• fallout an preparing thtm

for survival after leaving
,the shelter

IHead of medically-trained person Medical resp=sible for the health of
the Shelter such as a doctor, all persons in the shelter
Medical Staff osteopath, dentist,

veterinarian, registered
nurse, medical corpsman,
podiatrist, licensed
practical nurse, students
in the medical professiorn
or a person who has had

___________trai•ning in first aid _

Director of background in teaching, tTeaching responsible for recreation,
Activities physical education, or exercise, nursery, and

social work religious activities in the
shelter

Administrative oackground in Teaching responsible for performing
Clerk secretarial work secretarial duties for the

Shelter Manager, collecting
and filing all forms which
are compieted, and keeping
a daily log of events that

_ _ _occur in the shelter

Section Leaders see Shelter Manager's Executive- responsible for functioning
qualifications Management as head of a group of shel-

and Military ter occupants, dispensing
rations to this group, and

n_ __ _maintaining good sanitation.
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INFORMATION CARD

(Front of Card)

INFORMATION CARD

fill iut tl"aed lmnatiliutty. It is important for your survivaal tOWt Yu till It
out completely and accurately.

Name Age-_ Sex - Room No.

"Education (Circle years completed) 9 12 14 is 17
Present occupation

Pit a I by the area in which you have had the most training or experience.
If Vou L ar aso qtalffif-d in anothtV zfea. put a 2 by firat area.

j Civil Deferse (Wlhat type)

j Executive or Management (Duties)

j Military (Highest rank attained)

O Scientific (Circle: math, physics, chemistry, engineering, electronics, biology,

social sciences, other;

'71 Medical (Title or duties)
Teaching (List subjects)

(Back of Card)

RADIATION DOSE RECORD

NAME SOCIAL SECURITY NO.__

ROEIJTGENS iTOTAL 1OSE0 I D ROENTGENS 7OYAL DOSEDATT RECEVREVED TO DADTEE
REIE TOEIE TOATAT

(In handbooks to be used operationally, the numb~er of
crsprovidad would correspond to the capacity of the

shelter.)
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(P'ront of Envelope for TSM C)

TEMPORARY SHELTER MANAGER C

1. Your instructions are inside this envelope. Begin

reading them right away and follow all instructions

carefully.

2. Any major decisions should be made jointly by all

3 of the Temporary Shelter Managers.

(A6
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(BACK) (FRONT)

1. PR~INT YOUR NAME ON TETEMPORARY
BOTTOM OF THIS CARDAN
ON THE OTHER SIDE. SHELTER

2. TEAR OFF MHE BOTTOM OF

3. THIS CARD MUST BE
CLEARLY SEEN. INSERT ____________

IT IN YOUR POCKET, PRINT YOUR NAME HERE
ATTACK IT TO) A BUTTON,
OR PIN IT TO YOUR
CLOTHES SO THAT THEI TITLE SHOWS.

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE

KEEP THIS PORTION

PRINT YOUR~ NAME HERE

Temporary Shelter Manager C

( 7
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Instructions for
TrEMPORARY SHELTER MANAGER C

Follow these instructions carefull. The lives of the people in this
shelter depend on you. Post the sign at the end of your instructions
in the area that you 3 Temporary Shelter Managers will use as the
Command Post. The person designated as Temporary Shelter Manager A
has 9 numbered instruction sheets to hand out. The 9 persons who
receive these sheets w~ill make up the rest of the temporary shelter
staff. Each of these 9 persons must sign an identification card and
give it to you.

2When you have all of the signed cards from the 9 temporary staff2officers. supervise these people to make sure they carry out their
instructions. Each of the 9 persons will be wearing a yellow card
with his staff position printed on it for easy identification. It is
important for the survival of all pepl in the shelter that these 9
peso~ carr out their instructions quickly an accurately.

3 1£ one of the 9 officers refuses to carry out his instructions, or is
unable to do so, take his instruction sheet and yellow card and give
it to someone else who will do the job. Be sure to get the name of the
new person. The 9 staff positions and duties for each position are
listed below. 'Begin checking on these people now and continue check-
4ing uni all of them have completed all of their duties.

List of Temporary Staff Positions and Duties

Temporary Radiological Officer 1
-Obtains location of Civil Defense Shelter Radiation Detection
Kit from Temporary Shelter Manager A.

-Uses CDV-715 survey meter to monitor outside the shelter for

arrival of fallout partirles. A
-Reports to Temporary Shelter Manager A when the radiation level
of .5 roentgens per hour is reached outside the shelter.

-Adjusts the dosimeters with the CDV-750 Radiological Dosimeter
Charger.

-Spaces the CDV-742 dosi1meters evenly around the rooms which
contain the most people.

Temporary Radiological Officer 2
-Obtains location of the Civil Defense Shelter Radiation
Detection Kit from Temporary Shelter Manager A.

-'Tses CDV-700 survey meter to check the following for radioactive
particles as people enter the shelter: (1) people, (2) food,
and (3) other items.

Temporary Security Officer
-Moves unnecessary items out ok. the shelter to make room for
people.

-Closes all doors and windows in the building which are near the
shelter.

-Searches for .-ire extinguishers, rescue equipment, flashlights,
and batteries and brings then~ to the Command Post.

-Checks to see which building utilities are working (water, lights,
heating, ventilation).

TURN CARD OVER (48)



DTeior.arv Wtex8 officer
-Finds water drum=s and fills them, if necessary.
-Moves water drums to shelter and guards them.
-Purifies water.

Temporary Food Sugly Officer
-Looks for food boxes, Radiation Detection Kits, Packaged Ventila-
tion Kits, Medical Kits, and Sanitation Kits.

-Refers to the chart in his instructions to calculate the amount
of items needed immediately and moves them inside, if the above
supplies are not in the shelter.

-Looks for brooms, mops, tools, and batteries.
-Stops moving supplies and records an estimate of the amounts and
locations of supplies he is unable to move into the shelter, if
radiation arrives.

ZTemporary Medical Officer
-Turns instructions over to a medically trained person, such as a
doctor or nurse, if there is one in the shelter.

-Asks Temporary Shelter Manager A for location of Civil Defense
Medical Kit.

-Selects place for Medical Area and posts sign.
-Records all uses of medical supplies.

Temporary Communications Officer
-Keeps with him at all times a portable radio tuned to a station
broadcasting civil defense news bulletins.

-Looks for telephone in shelter area which is in working order.
-Records all incoming and outgoing telephone and radio messages.
-Allows no one but a Temporary Shelter Manager or himself to call
out.

Temporary Sanitation Officer
-Seals off all flush toilets.
-Sets up one chemical commode.
-Supervises use of chemical commode.

Temporary Ventilation Officer
-Asks Temporary Shelter Manager A for loc;tion of Ventilation Kits.
-Locates 2 persons with mechanical experience to put together each
of the kits.

-Recruits people to pedal the bicycle fans in shifts until the
permanent Director of Supply and Maintenance relieves him.

4 Announce to the people the locations of the Medical Area and Commnode
Area when they are set up.

5 If anyone needs water, tell the Temporary Water Supply Officer to give
him 1 cup of water. If anyone needs food. tell the Temporary Food
Supply Officer to give him 4 crackers. General distribution of food
and water will take place after the permanent staff is selected.
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6 eraency Soace Utilization Plans:
The shelter will probably be very crowded. Therefore, you must use
the shelter space that is available in the best way for the comfort
and safety of all the people. Any of the ideas below, or a combina-
tion of them, should help you make the best use of the available space
in your particular shelter.

A. Move all bulky items you will not be using, such as chairs
and desks, outside the shelter. However, a table could be
left in the shelter if there is room for people or supplies
under it and on top of it.

B. If no Commode Areas are available, make them by stacking
wa ,r drums and food boxes. Water drums may be stacked 3
high when full, 4 to 5 high when empty. Food boxes may be
stacked by placing them like bricks in a wall.

C. Store as many supplies as possible in rest rooms, closets,
etc.

-7i When to close the shelter doors:

(Extremt overcrowding in a shelter can make conditions inside the shelter
as dangerous as the radiation outside. Make sure the people in your
shelter are evenly distributed in each room so that everyone has
about the same amount of space. If, when everyone is seated, each
person has about the amount of space he would have in a movie theater
seat, inform the other 2 Temporary Shelter Managers, and all 3 of you
then decide whether or not to close the shelter doors. The shelter
doors should be closed as soon as possible, if conditions are this
crowded; however, if fallout has already arrived, you may admit more
people.

The Temporary Security Officer will report to you the conditions of the A8 shelter utilities. This information must be passed on to the permanent
Shelter Manager when he is selected.

By using the list that follows, check to see that all three Teunporary

Shelter Managers are carrying out their duties.

List of Temporary Shelter Manager Duties

Temporary Shelter Manaaer A
-Hands out 9 job instruction leaflets.
-Checks to see that Temporary Shelter Managers B and C are doing
their jobs.

-Helps Temporary Shelter Manager B select permanent staff.
-Carries out instructions concerning arrival of any trained staff

memberF.
-Authorizes messages sent by Temporary Communications Officer.
-Carries out instructions for closing shelter doors if capacity
of shelter is reached.

TURN CARD OVER
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Temporarv Shelte. Manager B
-Passes out Information Cards with aid of assistants.
-Pirects people to move away from doors and to be quiet.
-Makes announcements to people while they are filling out
Information Cards.

-Assumes responsibility for collecting and sorting Information
Cards.

-Helps Temporary Shelter Manager A select permanent staff.
Temporary 2helter Mager C

-Collects signed cards from 9 temporary staff officers.
-Checks on the 9 temporary staff officers to see they are doing
their duties.

-Carries out emergency space utilization plans.
-Announces location of Medical Area and Commode Area.
-Authorizes food and water distribution, it needed.
-Aids Temporary Shelter Managers A and B in deciding when to
close the shelter doors.

fCollect all instruction sheets from the temporary staff as they com-
10 plete their duties. Turn these instruction sheets in, along with the

identification cards, to the Assistant Shelter Manager as soon as he
is selected.

Complete This Check List:

Have collected signed cards from 9 temporary staff officers.

MI Have checked on the 9 temporary staff officers to see that they

are doing their duties.

LII Have carried out emergency space utilization plans, if needed.

L• Have announced location of Medical Area and Commode Area.

LI[ Have authorized food and water distribution, if needed.

LII Have helped Temporary Shelter Manager A and Temporary Shelter
Manager B decide when to close the shelter doors.

Have turned in all instruction cards from the temporary staff
to the permanent Assistant Shelter Manager, along with the
identification cards.
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You 3 Temporary Shelter Managers are to use ONLY THE 3 ENVELOPES

in this box. The rest of this material is for use by the permanent

Shelter Manager after he has been selected and should be opened only

by him.

•Li
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Leaflet 1

PERMANENT PHASE

SHELTER MANAGER

Important For Survival That You Carry Out All These Instructions.

1. Organization
This Handbook is divided into separate sections so that each
person selected for the permanent shelter staff will have an
instruction leaflet. The rest of the staff members to be
selected, in order, are the Assistant Shelter Manager, Director
of Operations, Head of the Shelter Medical Staff, Director of
Supply and Maintenance, Director of Radiological Monitoring
and Communications, Director of Training, Director of Activities,
Administrative Clerk, and Section Leaders. Give them their
instruction leaflets as soon as they are selected, and tell them
to begin reading their instructions immediately.

The entire temporary shelter staff should continue to function
until all members of the permanent shelter staff are selected
and you are ready to assume command. Temporary Shelter Managers
A and B are to continue selecting members of the permanent
shelter staff. Temporary Shelter Manager C should continue
supervising the other temporary staff members. Ask Temporary
Shelter Manager C to give you a list of names and positions
held by all temporary staff members.

2. Staff Meeting
Have your staff gather for their first meeting as soon as all of
them have finished reading their sections. Pass out the identi-
fication cards found at the end of your instructions to the
permanent staff members. After each staff member has returned
the appropriate portion of his identification card to you, write
the names of the permanent staff members on the Shelter Staff
Organization chart and have the Administrative Clerk post a copy
of the chart on the wall. Set up a tentative shelter schedule
for use during the first 24 hours of your authority. (See suggested
shelter Daily Schedule included with your instructions.)

3. Assume Command
Check with the 3 Temporary Shelter Managers to make sure that
all persons on the temporary staff have completed all of their
tasks. If any tasks have not been completed, see that they are
done immediately. Tell your staff to begin immediately to imple-
ment their duties. The Assistant Shelter Manager is to help you
direct your staff and is also to directly supervise the Section
Leaders to ensure that all shelter operations function properly.
Remember that the final responsibility for decisions regarding
shelter operations is your

(54)
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When all your staff has been selected and you have their names,
cover the points in the following outline in a speech to every-
one in the shelter. Make sure that everyone receives this
information. It might be necessary for you to speak to one
section or room at a time.

-Introduce yourself and your staff.

-Tell the people that they are protected from radiation in the
- shelter and that vital shelter operations are being set up.

-Announce that there are enough supplies to feed everyone for
2 weeks.

-Tell them the location of the Medical Area. Inform them that
a medical staff is available to help them and that there are
medical supplies in the shelter for illness, minor injury, and
personal sanitation.

-Tell the shelter population the location of the Commode Area.
Stress the need for sanitation by mentioning that the chance
for survival is better if the shelter is kept clean to prevent
the spread of disease, especially in the Commode Area.
Instruct them to follow directions from the C2Mrnode Monitors,
whu aýLe responsible for seeing that the Commode Area is kept
clean.

-Tell them whether or not your shelter is in touch with the
local Emergency Operating Center and what communications are
available.

S-Ask for cooperation from all persons. Remind them that it will
be necessary for each person to dc, his part for survival and
to volunteer for shelter duties or to accept them when they
are assigned.

-Emphasize that cooperation is needed not only in shelter oper-
ations, but also in personal relationships, since shelter
living involves more stress than everyday life.

-Mention that one stress problem is the lack of space, and
although it may not seem like it, there is enough space for
everyone. Sleeping and eating in a room full of people will
be a new experience; emphasize that everyone must be consid-
erate of others.

-Insist that children must not be allowed to yell or play noisy
games when they are not in the nursery, since noise is also
a stress problem.



-Stress the importance of wearing shoes at all times to avoid
cuts, and emphasize that trash is to be placed in containers
immediately.

-Mention that any person's problems or needs should be taken
up with his Section Leader, who will represent the people in
his section at the Advisory Council meetings.

-Tell the people that when you want their attention you will
raise your arms--then they too should raise their arms as
a signal for otherE to be quiet.

-Stress the need for the highest standards of public behavior,

-Give everyone an opportunity to raise questions and clarify
instructions.

5. Staff Organization
When your staff is functioning, study the Shelter Staff Organi-
zation chart. This diagram will give you an overall view of
an organized and properly operating shelter,

6. Duties of Other Shelter Staff
In order to supervise your staff, you must be familiar with their
responsibilities. The information in this section will acquaint
you with each staff member's duties.

Assistant Shelter Manager
-Forms sections, assigns Section Leaders, and acts as their imme-
diate supervisor.

-Collects all Handbook materials and identification cards from the
temporary shelter staff.

-Distributes and collects necessary Information Cards.
-Advises the Shelter Manager and keeps himself informed of all
policy decisions.

-Maintains a complete record of available supply inventories.
-Prepares himself to assume position of Shelter Manager if necessary.
-Acts as head of the Advisory Council.

Director of Operations
-Calculates food and water rations,
-Authorizes the distribution of daily rations.
-Ensures proper food sanitation.
-Ensures that cup racks are utilized.
-Supervises medical care facilities.
-Directs sleeping arrangements.

-Prepares himself to assurme the position of Shelter Manager in
the event the Assistant Shelter Manager is unable to do so, if
this action becomes necessary.
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heqad ofIA Fý', 'kjjej ttdil Staff
-Su•pervIseS ent 1re medical rtaff,

-Sets Dp a permanent Medical Area,
-Maintains a record of patients and their treatment.
-Identifies and removes the dead from the 'helter.
-Pru.-ides psychological support for emotio;.iliy disturbed
individuala.

SDirect �t Qf y 3nd_ Maintenance
-Chooses an assistant to be Head of the Fire Control Team.
-Takes a-nd jmaintains inveintory of supplies and lists their locations.
-Secures additional supplies from other parts of the building.
-Selects maintenance crew.
-Sets up che-ical comodes.
-Issues food and water and maintains record.
-Supervises mermbers of the following watches which are chosen by
Section Leaders: Safety Watch, Supply Watch, Comnmode Watch,
Detention Watch, Ventilation Watch.

-Supervises overall shelter sanitation.

Head cf the Fire Control Team
-Closes all windows and doors not in use.

-Brings all fire-fighting and rescue equipment to Command Post
and familiarizes the fire control team with thc zýwipent and
fire-fighting procedures.

-Establishes and enforces regvlations concerning smoking and
fire prevention.

-Coordinates with the Section Leaders in planning emergency
A fire exit routes and is responsible for their availability.

-Confirms pertinent information on Section Leader's Map form.
-Makes certain that everyone knows what to do in the event of

a fire.
-Checks daily for fire or accident hazards.
-Plans and supervises fire drills.

Administrative Clerk
-Files all siielter forms, charts, and logs.
-Performs secretarial duties for the Sý-.ltea" Manager.

iprýtor oýf Radiological Monitorir.; and Communications
-Trains at least 6 radiological monitors.
-Supervises radiological monitorinq in the snelter.
-Supervises monitors for telephones, radios, and any other

communication equipment in the shelter.
-Informs the Shelter Manager of all incoming communications.
-Advises the Shelter Manager on shelter exit.
-Gives each person a written approximation of the radiation dose

he rtceived during shelter confirement.
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-rains the shelter population in areas coxcerniP, ra~io:ct~ve t -
out, the problems of &ihelter living, and the problems of living in
the post-attack world.

-Organizes lectures and discussions as a training aid.

1W cot•_ r Activities

-Plans recreational activities and encourages everyone to partici-
pDate.

-Schedules pysical exercise periods for the shelter population.
-Plans nursery.
-Plans non-denominational religious services.
-Checks on quardian assignments for parentless children.

Section Leader
-Assigns guardians to parentiess children.
---informs his section of tire regulations and smoking rules.
-Collects food and water, weapons, portable radios and other

needed items that may have been brought into the shelter and
- - turns them over to the Director of Supply and Maintenance.

-Assigns assistants for such duties as Commode Watch, Ventilation
Watch, etc., as needed and keeps a list of those assigned.

-Ensures that supplies are not wasted and that drinking cups are
kept in good shape.

-Stresses the need for cleanliness and sanitation and supervises
morning and evening cleanup in his sectic:,.

-Discusses proble'-s that arise with the Assistant Shelter Manager.
-Serves on the Advisory Council.

SShelter Schedule

Included in this leaflet is a suggested daily schedule of shelter
activities, If the suggested times for activities are not accep-
table to the shelter population, they may be changed. An activity
listed at 10:00 A.M., for example, may occur any time between
l0:Ou and 11:00 A.M. Any other activities, such as exercises,
recreation, or vespers, may be added as necessary. Tell the
Administrative Clerk to make copies of the schedule and post
them for the shelter occupants.

S. Regulations
See that the Rules for Fhelter Living, included with your instruc-
tions, are read to the shelter population as soon as possible.
Make sure that everyone hears them. You may wish to read them
(or have them read) to one section at a time. Post them in
prominent places. It is important that all persons know the
shelter regulations.

9. Penalties
You have the right to level penalties on individuals when their
behavior throatens survival or is disruptive to shelter life.
Penalties should be administered with the approval of the Advisory
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Counc11, Corrective action sould be .rij:.ministered wisely i:ud
taken only when absolut•ly necessary. Such corrective atctions
might include: (1) warning or repnz .and... t otf'der:

(2) changing his shelter location or assignment: (3) isolatxon,
or isolation under restraint, and (4) threat of expulsion, -r
actual expulsion.

The Director of Supply and aintenance has instructions for

forming a Detention Watch. All corrective actions shiuld be
noted in the Shelter Log. If possible, refer a person who is
disrupting shelter life to the medical staff, who may be able
to help a person improve his behavior if it is due to emotional
stress.

10. CO incat ins
You should review and approve all outgoing messages before they
are sent by the Director of Radiological Monitoring and Communi-
cations.

11. Staff Meetings

-Hold at least one daily staff meeting to receive reports from
and give orders to the Assistant Shelter Manager and the five
directors. Have the Administrative Clerk record minutes -f
the meetings.

-Meet with the Advisory Council, when requested by the Assis-
tant Shelter Manager. This committee is composed of the
Section Leaders and is headed by the Assistant Shelter Manager;
its purpose is to represent the people to management. The
Assistant Shelter Manager will inform you of problems and
decisions made at meetings you cannot attend.

-You should consult with the Advisory Council, if time permits,
before making major decisions that would effect the shelter
population. However, the responsibility for such decision& is
yours.

12. Emer•ency jc Utilization Plans
The shelter will probably be crowded. Therefore, you must use
the shelter space that is available in the best way for the
comfort and safety of everyone. Any of the ideas helow, or
a combination of them, should help you make the best use of the
available space in your particular shelter.

-Move all bulky items you will not be using, such as chairs and
desks, outside the shelter. However, tables could be left in
the shelter if supplierf ian be stacked under and on top of them.
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-If no rest rooms -re ,ýv .. Iale. make thor- by staCk•Xr.q water

dr•s ,IiJ f±000 rxes. Witer drtrs can be stacked 3 high when
ful1, 4 to 5 hiqh when empty. Food boxes can be stacked by
placing them like bricks .n a wall.

-Store as many of tht supplies as posaible in rest roomn,
closets, etc.

-Instead of stacking food boxes, you can spread them across
the floor in one layer and have the shelter population live
on to,? of the boxes.

13. In-Shelter ariniD_q ogf Alternate Staff
T'here are several reasons for training an alternate staff:
(1) If the shelter is overcrowded, it may be necessary to main-
tain operations in 12-hour shifts so that sufficient sleeping
space is available. (2) In case of accident or emergency, trained
staff members would be available to fill vacant positions imme-

diately. (3) Regular shelter staff members need rest from the
continuous responsibility of management. The following method of
training an alternate staff is suggested:

-Alternates for staff positions should be selected by using the
information on the Information Cards.

-Each alternate should then be assigned as an assistant to the
btaff member he is to relieve.

-Each alternate should receive at least one full day of on-the-
job training. This training should begin on the second day of
shelter occupancy.

-The alternate staff members should then be given those portions
of the Handbook which outline their duties. They should read
the material, and parts which they do not understand should be
explained to them.

-On the next day, the alternates should again assist the regular
staff and should be allowed to perform duties for short super-
vised periods.

-After the aleernate staff is trained, the regular staff can be
relieved in rotating shifts so that both groups will have
enough rest.

Alternate staff provisions for Section Leaders may be developed
in the following manner. AfLer the shelter routine is established,
two sections may be combined into one section. The Section
Leaders of the original two sections may be alternated as leaders
of the larger group.
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if you' ire unteto fur~ct in aste Shelter "lana'.7r *-ýe 'ft ,'s

tit ' ý-P SheleYkrxr wzl I s~, YGtifis Itf the 7A-ssistant
t ne Mna,4er in urable to assume th-,e )ob, the Director of

* Operations will do so. If the Director of Operations is unable
to a.,umie the job, then the Shelter Manz-cjer of the alternate
staff will take over.

if other staff oo0ition' beco-e vacant for -any reason, they are
to bp filled iranediately. Utilize the alternate staff to fill
vacant positions when possible. Use the Informatiorn Cards to
"v•t :ersons with the beet qualificattoos among the shelter
population if qualified alternate staff ,menmbers are not available.

Y-o,• may rearrange thle *taff, if necessary, to fill vacant posi-
tions. Consult the Advisory Council for any suggestions they
might have regarding filiing the vacant staff positions.

15. Radiation icEkness
The illness most closely associated with nuclear attack and fall-
out is RADIATION SICKNESS. Familiarize yourself with the follow-
ing points:

-You cannot see, taste, or feel the radiation that causes
radiation sickness.

-Nuclear radiation damages body cells. The amount of damage
depends on two things: (1) the aimount of radiation received,
and (2) the lenn t , ýf ti-c the Lody is exposed to the radiation.

-Remember, it is the concentrated and continued exposure to
radiation that is dangerous. Persons suffering from mild
exposure will recover.

-If you must go outside the shelter, wear additional outer
clothing. On returning, remove the extra outer clothing before
entering the shelter. This procedure will help prevent radio-
active fallout particles from being brought into the shelter.

-The symptoms of radiation sickness are: Lack of appetite,
nausea, vomiting, fatigue, drowsiness, weakness, headache.
These symptoms may begin to appear just a few hours afte:
exposure.

-Persons with these symptoms shculd be treated as if they have
been exposed to radiation. But remember, NOT EVERYONE WHO HAS
NAUSEA OR VOMITS OR DISPLAYS FATIGUE OR WEAKNESS HAS RADIATION
STCIO;ESS. These conditions may come from the anxiety and
LS, zcn. w~hich are likely to arise at the time of a disaster.
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it provided fallout portLcles have been removed f'oro his
cloth irtj, bLoy. -md aiiir.

-Treat the individual sý.mptoams of radiation sickness as bett
yo0 ca0.. For example ogive the peraon aspirin for hi4 head-
ache, -f hc iz vota. itn or has diarrhea encourage him to
take liuuid as soon as possible to maxe up for the loss of
fluid. If available. a salt and soda sOolvj.On is good for
Zfluid replacemen.t. It is prepared hy adding I teaspoonful
of table salt and 1/2 teaspoonful of baking soda to 1 qoart
of cool wacer. T.he person should drink t-his solution slowly.

16. shelter Exit

Prepare plans for possible temporary exits as well as final exit
from the shelter. The Director of Radiolocii!al Monitoring and
Commuanications has instructions on this matter- he can aid you in
making a deci sion. Shelter emergence may tako place when radia-
tion levels are low enough. If possible, authorization from the
proper authorities, the Emergency Cperating Center, should be
obtained before shelter ex-t. Emergence before the radiation
level is safe should only be considered when the shelter becomes
dangerous because of fires or structural damage. Temporary exits
should be made uiily to remove the dead, to remove waste and
garbage, to replerish supplies, and to begin recovery operations.
Those who participate in emergency trips should be provided with
ra;liological instrun:encb and told how long they can safely remain
outside the shelter. During decontamination of the community
area, people might be working outside during the day and returning
to the shelter at night.

17. Civil Defense Plan Coordination
Keep as fully informed as you can on the total situation in and
near your shelter. Coordinate and clear significant operational.
decisions when:ever possible with appropriate civil defense
officials via the Emergency Operatinc Center Communications net-
work.
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O ýr. h bbt a ± hu rdciract p f theforplan. Listrcher~r, ed br-o l-i aýc fceveral iesw u
should be on t.he 0map.

1. Parc Extir~uir-crs 8. Nuraezy Azea
2. Fuse Box 9 fNlor S3. Pltanbing Fixtures 10. High Radiation Areas (danger arcas)
4. Cormnode Areas 1i. Comunicatio. Set-Up

.Supp -5 12. Air Vents or D..ct.
6. Medical Area 13. Radiological Monitor's Ar-ca
7. Cormand Post 14. Water Pipe Tap Location

I
-:•..
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Daily Scho-dule

Time

8: 00 A.M. Arise

Food and water distribution

9:00 Staff meeting and annoimcenients

10:00 Water distribution

Nursery

'Training

12:00 Food and water diatribution

1:00 P.M. Rest

2:00 Training
Nursery

4.00 Food and water distribution

600 spef-ial activities

at- On rc-!ý-,ý arf -,z--taz ---%z;cributicn

10:00 water distribution

15-minute quiet per4-od
Lights oat

of
N
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rothbe orral •.r wlanyone+#&:t •sonlel i.Anteg. of b one- pgri+on 310ne Tr. i at In )Y,

ber. ateqiL--4* a'Du. A- r.'eilzACZ St ;v -. allv it. .iamnerwl

arid a sic' childr• :rad t:niz milk, that ' rore will bseXpe+ter to ý,e itz-ce
"f-l-Onitorent eritfnt. Nre.- hupplis wtil firat !>e rQIuIst arid, and s ne-cesary
they will ce s taken.

You are n"n to Ave the shelter at anr ti. . witesout the t erne ison t •i anr shwl-
ter Manager. t nois r pulatiar is necessary g o anIfon your safety and tht safety

of a he othr. if cerr•i-choi rds obtaltpe freso ti! be Sheixert 4aagvr, yo- are to foit-low the 4istructions of the Director of -adioloygical e d onitorin¾ q and CodIun•ication
moitor, leaving and i ntring tehde supelter. Ywu must follow proper dcont eeinatro.

yproceures when ta -en. terinq the shelter.

Thuere are enough food and water supplies for everoune, but he must ration theS,
carefully, Food and wdter rust niot be wantcsa ErXtra rttioe e ou will be given for
femergencies Onlyi

Shelter eavinpment must be operated rnly by competent ifdivipualo assigdo ad to d

so. if equ"pent is mishandled or broken, it may andanger the safety of the
entire shelter polpiation. ieep children away from all eql.ipment.

Tne sleeping arrange-ments that we have set up have been foun~d to work best in
S-. this situation; please follow these arrangements. it you are not asleep during

the desitrnated sleepinq hours, keep quiet so that those who wish to sleep can
do so. Use only the miinm•iamm aount of roýn necessary.

j There must be no fighting or disorderly condwct in the shelter. We are livin;g
* • nder emergenqcy conditions, and any discord among us lessens our chances for

survival. Tempers and patience may grrow short under the cznditinei of shelter
life, but each person must rememiber to keep himself under control Discussion,
' sppeling to the shelter aaff, or ignoring the source are the best ways to meet
a frustrating experience. 12 volenc e r jt c • - t.

Other regilations such as those governing smking, fire prevention and shelter
duties, will be read and posted from tuu.+ to time. You are expected to do your

part in upholding these regulations.

Iqgrorlnq the regulations set up by the staff endang-'rs everyone's chances for
survival. The Shelter manager, _n, consultation with the Advisory Council, has

the right to if'joe penalties on any person disruptingý shelter life, Thafe
per "lties may range from a mild reprimand, to detention, to eviction. from the
shelter, Penalties will not be made to punilsh an individual but to protect
others and ensure the a.rvnval of all.

FRL•hOU, a7e3.cN SENSE, PATIENCE; ANWD C(OPERATICN
MUST BE UTILIZED At iii5 L

(Multiple copies of this sheet would "o included in an operational handbook.)
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(BACK) (FRONT)'

BOTTOM OF THIS CARD ANDHELTER

*2. TEAR OFP THiE BOTTOM OF
-i-' °" OTHER:.' •' MANAGER

•" •I1E CARD AND KEEP IT.

THIS CARD MIST BE PRT OUR -
CLEARLY SEEN. INSERT
IT IN YOUR POCKET,
ATT2ACH IT TO A BUTTO•N,
OR PIN IT TO YOUR

CLOTHES SO THAT TlE
TITLE SHOWS.

I

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE

KEEP THIS PORTION

PRINT YOUR NAJME HERE

Shelter Manager
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Note to Reader

Operational handbooks would include identi-fication cards for the following stLff members:

Shelter Manager
Assistant Shelter Manager
Director of Operations
Read of the Shelter Medical Staff
Director of Supply and Maintenance
Head of the Fire Control Team
Administrative Clerk
Directo. of Radiological Monitoring

and Communications
Director of Training
Director of Activities
Section Leader (12)
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Leaf!et 2

PERMANENT PHASE

ASSISTANT SHELTER MANAGER

Important For Survival That You Carry Out All These Instructions.

Inrmediate Duties
I. Your first task is to form and supervise sections and to assign

Section Leaders to the sections. The Temporary Shelter Managers
will select the Section Leaders from the Information Cards.
They have been told that sections should be of a manageable
size and should fit the configuration of your particular shelter.
A good rule is to choose one Section Leader for each 25-30 people
in the shelter, or one Section Leader for each room in the shelter.

When forming sections, do not separate families; keep family
members together in the same section.

2. Collect all tamporary staff instruction sheets and identification
cards from Terporary Shelter Manager C. Obtain the Information
Cards from Temporary Shelter Manager B. Turn all of this material
over to the Acdrinistrative Clerk and instruct him to file it.

3. After all Section Leaders have been appointed and assigned sections,
take the blank I-formation Cards and carry out the following tasks:

-Tell the Section Leaders to ask if there are any adults who
have not yet filled out the Information Cards, and give cards
to those who have not.

-Give each Section Leader one card for each person 17 years of
age and under in his section, and tell them or their parents
or another adult to fill in the following items on the card:
NAME. AGE, SEX, and ROOM NUMBER. The names of the child's
parents or the name of the guardian assigned, if any, should
be placed in the space marked PRESENT OCCUPATION.

-Instruct the Section Leaders to collect all the cards and
return them to you. You will give them to the Administrative
Clerk.

4. See the Director of Operations and verify his calculations of
daily food and water rations.

5. Carefully study the ventilation system. Satisfy yourself that
this vital operation is being carried on properly. Where there are
Ventilation Kits, attend especially to their deployment.
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Leaflet 2
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General Dutiez
1.. Act as an advisor to the Shelter Manager.

2. Stay informed of all policy decisions of the Shelter Managei and
follow them. For example, don't tell the people they can smoke
at night if the Shelter Manager has told them night smoking is
not allowed.

3. Keep a file on all reports made by other leaders and be able to
give the Shelter Manager a complete inventory of supplies at any
time. Care must be taken to keep an up-to-date inventory of the
supplies.

4. Act as chairman of the Advisory Council; this committee represents
the people to management. Schedule meetings as needed and inform
absent members of decisions made by management. Another function
of the Council is to give advice to the Shelter Manager when he
requests it. Section Leaders will act ai; menbers of the Advisory
Council, so restrict discussions to section complaints, morale
problems, and suggestions for shelter improvement.

5. You will become the Shelter Manager if for any reason the Shelter
Manager is unable to carry out his job. Therefore, study his
instructions beginning on the next page and be prepared to take
over his job, if this action becomes necessary.

(An additional copy of the
Shelter Manager's instructions
would be included in handbooks
to be used operationally.)
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Leaflet 3

PERMANENT PHASE

DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS

Important For Survival That You Carry Out All These Instructions.

You are responsible for (1) food and water use, (2) food sanitation,
(3) medical care, and (4) sleeping arrangements. These Jobs are
all vital for shelter survival and require constant supervision.
Obtain assistants through Section Leaders as necessary.

As soon as the Head of the Sheltor MIeeiicel Staff is chosen, _ive
him the attached leaflet. Then read the rest of your instructions
before doinq anything else.

1. Food and Water Use

In urder to estimate the amount of food and water rations each

person will receive, you need to get the information to fill in
the following table.

-Ask tae Shelter Manager for thz number of people in the
shelter _

-Ask the Director of Supply and Maintenance for:
-Number of full water drums
-Number of carbohydrate supplement (candy) boxes

-Types of cereal food rations:
-Number of Nebraska (McGowen-Educator) Cracker boxes

-Number of Kroger Cracker boxes
-Number of Burry Biscuit (Quaker Oats) boxes

-Number of Nabisco (Schulze and Burch) Biscuit boxes

-Number of Bulgur Wafer boxes

Near the end of your instruction leaflet are 7 ration charts based
on a two-week shelter stay (which should be used as the basis for
rationing), I for each type of cracker or biscuit, 1 for carbohy-
drate surplement, and 1 for water, By following the directions on
each chart, you can estimate the daily ration for each person in
the shelter. You need the information in the above table to use
the charts.
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WatL Rati•n Calculation

-Calculate the number of ;ups of water each person will get dAiL-
using the Water Ration Chart. Record the number here

-Divide the above number by 6 to estimate the approximate number of
cups of water each per-ion will get at a water break. (It has been
found in two-week oc -'icy teatz that the best water distribution
method is to have 6 . . periods per day--I with each of the 4
meals, I at mid-morw , and I at bedtime.) Record the number of
cups for each person .-i break here_

-Arrange to get more water if your calculations show that you have
less than 6 cups per person per day since each person must receive
at least 6 cups (I quart) of water a day in order to survive in
good health. Shelter occupants will need more than 1 quart of water
per day in high temperatures. The Director of Radiological Monitor-
ing and Communications can determi-te when it is -afe to look for
more water. On the other hand, if your calculations show that
you have more than 8 cups of water daily for each person, conserve
the excess amount, since other shelters may be over-crowded and
need your extra water.

Carbohydrate Suoplement CanýZ) Calculation

-Using the Carbohydrate Supplement Ration Chart, calculate the number
of pieces of candy each person will get dtiiiv. Record the number
here

-Divide the above number by 4 to estimate the approximate number of
pieces of candy needed for each person per meal. Record the number
here

1(72)
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Food Ration Calculation

-Use the correct Food Ration Chart for the types of cereal food
rations stocked in your shelter. Figure each type separately and
record Leparately the number of squares each person will get daily.

NersaKroger Burry R abi'sCo0 Bulgur

-Add tbhL entries in the above 5 spaces. Wxite the total here

-Divi~de the anove total by 4 to estiMatG thle approximate number of
food squares per person 2e~ feeding. (It has been found in two-
week occupancy tests that the best feeding method is to have 4
feeding periods per day. Four feedings decrease the possibility
of hunger between meals,)

Record the number of food squares each person will receive at each
meal here___________

TIMPORTANT! H!AVE THlE ASSISTANT SHELTER 8MAAGER DOUBLE CHECK ALL

CALCULATIONS TO WAKE SURE THEY ARE CORRCT.

Now that you have calculated the amount of rations each person gets
at a meal, study the following 2 methods of ration distribution.
The method you use depends on the number of people in your shelter.
You must authorize the procuring of supplies needed for each meal

* from the Director of Supply and Maintenance.

CENTRAL FEEDING SECTIONAL. FEEDING

For a shelter with less than 100 For a shelter with more than 100
people: people;

-Designate only I ration -Instruct each Section Leader
distribution place. to come to the supply area

and get enough food squares
-Call for one section at a and pieces of carbohydrate
time to file by the central supplement for the people in
point to get their individual his section for each meal.
rations for each meal.

-Instruct each Section Leader
-Instruct the Section Leaders to use a cup rack when bring-
to uase their Food and Water ing water cups from his sec-
Check Li~st~s to make sure tion to the supply area to be
everyone receives the correct filled.
amount off rations. If anyone
refuses rations at a meal, he -Insist that unused food
cannot receive a double rations be returned to you
ration later, after each meal. Store

returned rations separately
and do not distribute unless
all other rations are LISP6 up.
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a.ra you distribute the first meal rations, read the following
announcement to everyone in the shelter. Make sure that everyone
receives this information. It might be necessary for you to speak
to one section or room at a time.

-There is enough food for survival.

-each person should eat all hbis food. People who do not eat
"or drink may become sick. Not eating is a problem with =all
children, so adults should insist that children eat.

-If a person does not take rations at one meal, he cannot 4et
a double ration later.

4 •-Each person is limited to one water cup for the entire shelter
stay. Cups wiil not remain usable unless carefully stored. To
'help preserve the cups when not ir use, the Section Leaders will
make cup racks.

-Lids should be kept on the cups when they are not in use.

-Each person must write his name on his cup when he receives it.
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2. Food Sanitat-.on
If proper sanitation measures are not taken, the entire shelter
population could become sick. It is your responsibility to see
that good health habits are maintained when handling food and
water rations to prevent the spread of disease. Below are 6
ways in which food can be kept sanitary.

-C hand cleaner is stocked, it is in the Sanitation Kit.
It is your responsibility to see that it is used by food
distribution personnel. Co-servative use is essential,

Since hand cleaner deteriorates when exposed to the air,
be sure the covet is always replaced. If hand cleaLner is
not stocked, ask the Head of th• Medý-ici taff for soms
surgical soap from the Medical Kit. Get an empty food tin
and make a mixture of surgical soap and water for cleaning

handp.

-The candy ration can be given out with a clean scoop made
of cardboard, metal, plastic, etc.

-Water should be dispensed with a siphon directly into the
user's cup. If the siphon hose is too short, the water
can be put into a clean cracker tin and poured. When water
is not being dispensed, the drum should be covered to keep
out dirt. (At the end of your instructions see Procedure
for Taking hWaer from Water Drum by Siphon.)

"-Section Leaders have instructions for assembling cup racks
and for marking cups. You should make certain that these
things are done.

-Protect food from rats, mice, and bugs by keeping it in
covered tins.

-A mop which has been used in the Commode Area should not
be used anywhere else in the shelter.
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3. M l el
You should have already passed out the instruction leaflet entitled
Head of Shelter Medical Staff, which was attached to your leaflet.
If you have not passed it out, do so immediately. You dc not have
to personally perform, any medical duties. However, you must
supervise the Head of Shelter Medical Staff and see that he carries
out all the duties which are listed below.

-Supervises entire medical staff.

-Maintains inventory and controls medical supplies.

-Sets up a permanent Medical Area.

-Keeps a record of ratients and their treatments.

-Identif.is azia removes the dead from the shelter.

4. Sleeping Arrace,'wnts
Regular hours for sleep are necessary. There should be enough
time allowed so thet everyone can get as much sleep as possible.

2 The longer people stay in the shelter the more sleep they will
want.

-; efore people prepare for sleep, they should remove as many
loose articles as rossible from the floor and sweep. Sleeping
pads can be made from cardboard, rugs, blankets, etc.

-Sleeping should be done in section areas. If possible,
segregated sleeping arrangements should be made for single
Smen and siigle women--for example, family groups kept to-
gether between single men and single women. Aisles should
be left between sections so that the Safety Watch and other
nersons who need to move around will not have to step over
others.

-If the shelter is crowded and if the plan is adaptable,
sleeping may be set up in a shift schedule. More room for
sleeping can be a big morale booster.

-Tell everyone to use the commode facilities before going to
sleep so that there will be less disturbance during the
night.
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5. Sectionin*
You may wish to have the Section Leai-rs delineate their
sections with pencl., chalk, food boxes, or water dru.s in
order tQ gain better control over their sections. It is
advisable to implement this plan if conditions permit.

6. Line of Succession for Shelter Nangent
You are to become Shelter Manager ,f for any reason the
Assistant Shelter Manager is unable to assume this position.
Your first concern should be to fill your duties as Director
of Operaticns, Howvver, whon time allows, faanilzarize your-
self with the duties of the Shelter Manager so that you can
take over his job if it becomes necessary.

(7
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II

Procedure for Taking Water from

Water Drum by, Siphon II

1. Get the siphon hose and water cups which are
located in the Sanitation Kits,

2. Remove the tie wires from both plastic bags.
Insert the rubber tubing through the hole in the
inner plastic bag, leavin, about 6 inches of the \
tubing sticking out of the end of the bag.

3. Double back this last 6-inch section and pinch
tightly.

4. Hold the plastic bag around the tubing wit" cne
hand and with the other, pull the pinched end of
the tubing out of the bag and then straight down-

ward so that it is just below the level of the
bottom of the water drum. Be careful not to
pull the other end of the tubing out of the water.

5. Unpinch, and water will siphon out. In order for
the water to flow, the outside end of the tubing
must be near the bottom of the container.

6. To stop the flow of water, double back the last 6 inches. Tie the
folded tubing with the tie wire from the water bags.

7. When water ceases to flow due to the low level of water remaining
in the drum, elevate the water drum by putting it on another drum
or on a box to restart the flow of water.
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Leaflet 3a

PERM1ANENT PHASE

HEAD OF THE SHELTER MEDICAL STAPF

I /otan =or Survival XTa" =ou aCarr = AUi These In ptions.

1. You are the Head of the Shelter Medical Staff. Obtaln the Infor-
mation Cards in the possession of either the Assistant Shelter
Manager or the Administrative Clerk, and use them to select an
assistant.

2. Your responsibilities as Head of the Shelter Medical Staff include
the following:

-Give immediate treatment to patients. Locate and read carefully
the stocked booklet I , c jjM 12areJlzi. Pay particular
attention to pages 63 through 67. These pages will instruct
you in the use of the medical supplies and in the diu;;nsing of
medicines. When giving medication to a patient remember to:

-Ask the patient if he is allergic to the medicine before
administering.

-Read the label twice before dispensing a drug since mis-
application or an overdose could cause a great deal of harm

to a patient. Remember that child dosages are much smaller
than those given to an adult. Your assistant must double
chcik your dosage calculation before you give any medication.

-Record information on the attached Medical Record for each

patient you have treated. This is very important as follow-up

treatment may have to be given: therefore you must be aware ofil

the type of treatment that was given earlier.

-Determine what items are left in the Medical Kit by taking
inventory using the list stocked in the Medical Kit. Be sure

that you know the amount of available medical supplies at all

times. Keep strict control of all medical supplies. Do not

leave the kit unguarded.

-If you are not satisfied with the location of the Medical Area,

you may move it to another arear consult with the Shelter Mana-

ger before relocating. If possible, enclose the Medical Area

for privacy.
-Check on the availability of bunks and blankets and the possi-

bility of storing them in the Medical Area. Set up bunks as

they are needed.
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3. You are directly responsible to the Director of Operations. If
more supplies or assistant* are needed, you should tell the
Director of Operations.

4. If sterilization of aquipment is needed, an alcohol stove can be
made by emptying the sodium bicarbonate can of its contents, per-
forating it near the base (ask the Director of Supply and Mainte-
nance for a can opie-ner), soaking a piece of gauze in alcohol and
placing it in the can, lighting the gauze, and replacing the lid
on the can. This stove will provide a good means of sterilization

for minor surgery such as lancing boils, _.

5. if someone dies, the medical staff should tag the body (name, date
of death, cause of death), wrap the body in a plastic bag, and
move it out of the shelter and away from the shelter location.

6. Izmmediate attention should be given medical emergencies such as
hemorrhage, bone fractures, and extreme hysteria. As quickly as
possible, a survey should be made of the entire shelter population
in order to ascertain special medical problems such as diabetes,
contagious diseases, etc. See Medical Care in helters for treat-
ment of these and other pitysical ailments.

Complaints that arise as confinement progresses will likely include
the following:

Some adults as well as children may have nausea reactions to
the food. This situation is temporary, and these persons
should be encouraged to eat. Some persons may become nauseated
due to eating only the carbohydrate supplement: in this case
insist that they eat other food rations.

-Headache
SThe decrease in food consumption, relative inactivity, coffee
or nicotine deprivation, sleeping difficulties, and warm, stale
air will tend to produce many headache complaints which can be
treated with aspirin, or in some cases, plenobarbital.

-13oy sorenless
Sleeping and sitting on the floor and possible cool temperatures
1n the shelter will cause body discomforts. If these complaints
are severe, they can be treated with aspirin or phenobarbital.
Suggestions on practical means of alleviating the causes of the
discomfort should be made when possible.

-Cons tipation
A decrease in food consumption will affect the body elimination
process. After several days in the shel "r, concern may arise
over irregularity or the absence of bowel movements and heavy
concentrations of urine. Generally, some explanation of the
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naturalness of this condition will reassure the person. However,
further treatment may be requrired if the complaint appears to be
producing a serious physical or psychological problem.

This complaint zmay arise due to a physiological reaction to
changes in the diet. Mouth sores may also be due to the con-
s=uption of too large a quantity of carbohydrate supplment,
in which case the amowut consumed by these persons should be
reduced or temporarily discontinued.

7. You are responsible for giving psychological support to emotionally
disturbed persons if such a need arises. Find out if there is any-
one in the shelter who has had experience in this type of therapy
such as a psychologist or social worker. Ask them to help you with
this task. Basic psychological first aid procedures follows

-Interview the individual ands

-Permit him to express his problems.

-Provide reassurance.

-Identify skills that the person may use after he has
sufficiently recovered.

-Recommend to the management staff that the individual be
assigned some useful task.

-Children and the aged may present special emotional problems.
. Alcoholics and drug addicts may cause other problems.

-If a person appears to be dangerous, consult the shelter
management staff concerning physical restraint or confiscation
of dangerous property.

-Use of OCD-stocked phenobu--bital may prove very helpful as a
tranquillizing agent for o.er-excited individuals and alcoholics
or drug addicts experiencing withdrawal symptoms.

-Remember, your task in psychological support is (1) to help
alleviate the mental anguish of individuals suffering from
reaction to disaster, (2) to prevent psychological problems
from disrupting shelter living, and (3) to help the emotLc:,ally
disturbed person become a useful, functioning member cf the
shelter population.
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Medical Record

a Treated
Date/Time Last Name x, Ace Diaqnsis. Treatn-xent Bv

(m4ultiple copies of this
formi would be included in
a handbook to be used
oper ationally.)
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L~eaflet 4

PERNMAI\ENT PILASE

DIRECTOR OF SUPPLY A1%M MAINTENANCE

Important Fr Survival That y Car Out All These Instructions.

You are in charge of supply, maintenance, sanitation, ventilation,
and security.

Do Ijwediat elv
1.* Ask for a volunteer, preferably with some knowledge of fire

fighting. Give him the attached sheet entitled, Head of the Fire
Control Team. You are to see that he carries out his duties.

2. Go to the Assistant Shelter Manager and obtain the names of the
temporary officers listed below. Ask each of the temporary
officers where their supplies are located and list the supplies
on the Supply Inventory sheet found at the end of your instruc-S• ~tions.

Temorary staff positions Name

Temporary Water Supply Officer _

Temporary Food Supply Officer _

Temporary Radiological Officer (1 and 2) _ _ _..

Teoldporary Sanitation Officer _

Temporary Medical Officer _

Temporary Ventilation Officer _

3. if ven:ilation equipment is available in your shelter, ask the
Temporary Ventilation Officer to continue to supervise its opera-
tion until permanent ventilation watches can be established.
Check hourly on the condition of the plastic ducts.

4. If the radiation level permits, send out a crew to get extra
needed supplies and tools in the rest of the building. Give
special attention to supplies for infants and the injured or
ill. Clear this action with the Shelter Manager and the Director
of Radiological Monitoring and Communications.

5. Recruit a maintenance crew to do the following:

-Look for water pipes which can be tapped. The following
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procedur- .&. tapping water pipes should be used;

-Close intake valves to the building and to the water sourcesI being tz.pped to prevent backflow.

-Open a valve or faucet at the highest point possible above

the water source (highest level in a building, top of tank,
Setc.) to permit water to flow. Close all other valves
except the outlet valve at the bottom.

-Find a hose or faucet to control the flow of water from

the outlet.

I -In addition to water pipes, check the llirg items as
possible sources of water:

-Hot-water tanks, toilets, and storage t.-k-.

-Bathtubs, sinks, and faucets.

-Liquid-packed canned foods, melted ice, etc.

-Privately stocked water supplies and wells.

If a water source is outside the shelter, put as much water
as possible in empty water barrels or other containers, and
bring them into the shelter before the outside radiation level
becomes critical.

-Check daily and repair any equipment in the shelter. If
electric power is still available, the crew should make everyeffort to keep lights, telephones, and air conditioning or
heating equipment working.

-Check to see if emergency power sources such as motor-driven
¶ generators, battery-powered or manual generators are available.

When using auxiliary power supplies, consider the following:

-Exhaust--Faulty exhaust could cause carbon monoxide poison-
ing. Exhaust ducts should pass to the outside of the
shelter.

-Heat--Heat from engines may be excessive, causing changes
in temperature and humidity.

-Fuel--Fuel may constitute a severe fire hazard and extreme
caution should be used in handling it. Fuel consumption
must be regulated and rationing utilized if necessary.
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-Locations--Engines could be located in areas where radio-
activity levels make servicing difficult. In the shelter,
shelter occupants must be protected from engine hazards.

-Noise--High noise levels from engines may have an adverse
psychological effect on the shelter occupants.

6. Emergency lighting may be secured from the following sources:

-Generator lighting.

-Battery powered lighting.

-Non-electric sources such as kerosene lamps, lighters, candles,
etc. (Extreme caution should be utilized with this source of
lighting, and fire safety measures should constantly be
observed.)

Many shelter activities can be carried out under reduced illumi-
nation, and no artificial lighting may be required.

7. The following steps regarding commode sanitation should be taken
immediately:

-Check to see that all flush commodes are sealed off. These
commodes should not be used because all water in the building
must be saved.

-Consult your supply of Sanitation Kits III or IV (chemical
commodes). On the basis of one chemical commode per 100
people, set up enough Sanitation Kits at one time to serve
all the people in the shelter. If you have to make a Commode
Area, stack up food boxes, or hang newspapers, coats, blankets,
etc. on string to provide privacy. Be sure to use corners so
that you will have to form only one wall of boxes for privacy,
putting the men's Commode Area in one corner of the shelter and
the women's in another. (See Instructions for Setting up
Chemical Commode near the end of your instructions.)

8. Post the rules governing commode use immediately outside the
Commode Areas where they can be seen easily. (Rules will be
found near the end of your instructions.) Clearly mark the male
Commode Area and the female Commode Area.

9. Set up disposal areas for all wastes and trash. These areas
should be outside the shelter if radiation level permin:ts. If
some supplies are stored outside the shelter, locate the waste
area away from the supplies--for example, outside a different
door.
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1. Issue food and water rations to the Director of Operations or the
Section Leaders each morning. The Director of Operations will
decide on the distribution method and ration amounts. Keep
accurate records cf all supplies issued by you,

2. See that the Head of the Fire Control Team daily inspects the
shelter for fire or accident hazards. Help him determine the
best fire escape route. Do not leave the shelter tnless abso-
lutely necessary. If you have to leave the shelter due to fire,
take as many supplies as possible with you.

* 3. Direct at least one clean-up period each day with the assistance
of the Section Leaders. Floors can be swept with flaps from
food boxes. Trash should be placed in empty food tins--do not
place trash in cardboard containers because of the fire hazard.
Check each section to make sure it has been cleaned. Sanitation
i~s van' iM~fl-ftý4k

4. Appoint one or more Section Leaders to select male and female
Commode Monitors each day. Rotate this responsibility among the
Section Leaders. (Commode Watch is explained under General

* Directions.)

5. Supervise the Commode Monitors da-ly to make sure the Commode
Areas are kept clean and sanitary. Remind Section Leaders to
instruct people not to throw sharp objects into the ceumnodes.
1mproper sanitation can be a major health hazard:

6. Check the conmmodes frequently to see if they are full. When the
cozmwnodes are almost full tie off each plastic bag liner with tape
wires used to secure water-drum plastic bags. Move the entire
metal commode outside the shelter.

General Directions
Supervise the watch members (mentioned below) chosen in advance by
the Section Leaders. It is your duty to see that these persons report
to their assigned watches on time.

1. Safet Watch--One guard for every 100 persons in the shelter
should stand watch in 4-hour shifts around the clock. Their
duties include (1) guarding the doors to let in or out only
those authorized by the Shelter Manager, and (2) maintaining a
fire watch at night.

2. Suppjy Watch--One guard on duty at the Supply Area should stand
watch for each 4-hour shift around the clock. Allow only those
authorized by the Director of Supply and Maintenance to pick up
supplies.
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3. K"c W -- Both the mala and aalu comzwdes should be moni-
tored at all times. Section Leaderv will be responsible for
assigning people to Commode Watches for a period of one ihour.
Eventually, most persons in the shelter will be assigned to this
task. Commode Monitors must:

-Keep the Commode Areas clean. j

-Ruplace the commode tissue rolls as needed.

-Remind commode users of the sanitaticn rules posted outside
the Commode Area. (The Section Leaders will instruct the
Commode Monitors to ask the people Lmmediately before they
enter the Commode Area to read the rules for keeping the
area clean.)

-Check the commodes to make sure they are clean at the end
of every hour. If they are not, clean them. A mop which has
been used in the Commode Area should not be used anywhere else
in the shelter.

4. Detentign Watch--You may have to form a Discipline Committee for
taking disciplinary action against persons who endanger the com-
mon welfare. These persons will be referred to the Committee by
Section Leaders. If necessary, the Discipline Committee may
appoint guards. Detention Watches and Detention Areas should be
established as needed. Instruct the Admiinistrative Clerk to
record these proceedings in the Shelter Log. Inform the Shelter
Manager of these events.

5. Ventilation Watch--If the Ventilation Ki.t is used and electric
power is not available, instruct Section Leaders to assign
people to operate the unit manually at a comfortable rate,
about 45 to 60 revolutions per minute. Shifts should be as long
as people can pedal easily.

6. Post the following signs on sanitation and supply conservation
in a prominent place.
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Xnstjj,,t L2nP §Snflins ýIk 2gi-nits& £9,mmn

The round, cardboard drum marked Sanitation Kit III or rV con-
tains supplies needed for setting up a chemical commode. You must
get an empty, metal water drum before you begin. If there is no
empty metal water drum get one that is full.

1i. Empty the cardboard drum of its contents.

2. Unfold the plastic bag liner assembly (2 liners--one inside
the other) and place them in the empty, metal water drwa with
the bottoms of the bags resting smoothly on the base of the
drum. Do not use the cardboard drum for the comwode. If the
wAter drmn is full, put Ule plastic bag liner assembly in the
cardboard drum and empty the water into it. Spread open the
tops of the bags and fold them about 4 inches over the top
edge of the drum.

3. Following the directions on the bottle or the packet, care-
fully add the chemical to the commode.

4. Place the cormaode seat on the drum and make sure it holds the
plastic bags in place over the commode edge.

5. Between uses, the drum cover should be placed upside down on
the commode seat to reduce odor and to protect the seat.

F •When a commode is almost full, tie off each plastic bag liner

with the tape wires used to secure water-drum plastic bags. Leave
v some slack in the liners to allow for the expansion of any gases

which may form. Move the entire metal comnmode outside the shelter,
using an exit and an area other than the one used for food supply
storage, if possible.
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PQ OUTS IDE CO*vDE MA&AQ

COMMODE SANITATION

"- A

TH-EY WILL DAMAGE THE PLASTIC BAGS AND MAKE THEmt EAK.

2, A USE ALE COMI-*iDE IN A 19= POSITION 2=. DO W)T WET.

COWMODE SEATS.

. 3. DO NOT WASTE TOILET TISSUE,

"4. AMER USING COMMODE, PUT THE TOP ON L PM TO HOLD 01E SEAT

ON. RETURN TOILET TISSUE TO COMMODE MONITOR.

5. MORE TOILET TISSUE MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE COMMODE MONITOR.

6. SANITALRY NAPKINS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE MEDICAL STAFF.

7. IF THE COMM0DE AREA NEEDS TO BE CLEANED, TELL THE COMMODE

MONITOR.

8. CHILDREN MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT.

9. A MOP USED IN THE COMMODE AREA SHOULD NEVER BE USED AN-YWHER•E

ELSE IN THE SHELTER.

(Multiple copies of this notice
would be included in a handbook
to be used operationally.)
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Supply Inventory

Inventory taken by Date

rgionnz: Use this page to take inventory of the supplies stocked
Ain the shelter. z at A Q Q 9_L a• s• SUMAs

I. Food:
;A. Number of Nabisco Biscuit boxes

b. Number of Kroger Cracker boxes
c. gUmber of Burry iscuit boxes

d. Number of Nebraska Cracker boxes
N. Number of Bulgur wafer boxes

Total number of boxes

2. Carbohydrate Supplement: NuVber of tins

3. water:.

a. Number of full drums• • b. Partially full drums
(Equivalent in full drums)

c. Num~ber of empty drums

• Total amount of water

I{I

[ 4. Medical kitsz
a. Number of Medical Kits A
b. Number of Medical Kits C

S~Total number of Medical Kits

S. Sanitation Kits :
a. Number of Sanitation Kits III

: i b. Ntunber of Sanitation Kits IV

Total number of Sanitation Kits

6. Radiation Detection Kitt Number of kits

7. Ventilation Kit: Number of kits
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Leaf let 4a

PERMPkNEXT PHASE

!MAD OF THE FI~RE CONTROL TEAM

imrtant .f:or Survival That You Ca Ouu t All These Instructions,

I. You are Rlead of the Fire Control Team.

2. Recruit, with the assistance of Section Leaders, several men to
help you. Try to find those who are familiar with fire-fighting
procedures.

3. Make sure that all windows and doors not in use are closed.

4. Locate all fire extinguishers, fire-fighting equipment, and
rescue equipment such as stretchers, ropes, and axes. Bring
this equipment to the Command Post if this action has not
already been taken.

5. Ask the Shelter Manager to have announced to everyone in the
shelter the location of this equipment.

6. Read the directions on the fire extinguishers. Tell your
assistants how to use them if they do not already know.
Include the following rules:

-Water must not be used for an electrical or chemical fire.
Use sand, dirt, or some dry, nonflammable material to put
out these types of fires.

-Extinguishers with vaporizing liquids such as carbon
tetrachloride, chlorobromomethane, or carbon dioxide chould
not be used in a small, closed area, since these liquids
give off toxic fumes in a fire. Be sure to check the con-
tents and the directions on the labels of the fire
extinguishers before using them.

7. Establish regulations governing smoking and fire prevention.
You may wish to allow smoking only in certain areas, and if
the shelter is overcrowded or if there is poor ventilation, you
may wish to prohibit smoking entirely. Remember, only metal
containers should be uspd for trash. Your regulations must be
a~p~royed thPe Direct, of Supply and Maintenance and the
Shelter Manager. Announce, post, and enforce these regulations.

8. You and your assistants are tc plan emergency fire exit routes.
Try to coordinate these routes with each Section Leader, utilizing
the available aisle space in each section. Stress to the Section
Leader the importance of keeping the emergency routes clear. Ask
the Shelter Manager to have announced to everyone in the shelter
the location of the emergency exit routes.
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9. Confirm the location of the fire-fighting equipment and the
emergency exit routes on each Sect: on Leader's Map Form.

10. Hold a fire drill as soon as poss. le with one section at a
time. Make certain that each person knows where to go and what
to do in case of fire, and have ever-yone walk through the
correct fire-escape procedure. Hold fire drills periodically.

II. Report to the Director of Radiological Monitoring and Communi-I cations before going outside the shelter area.

1 12. Make daily checks for fire or accident hazards in the shelter.

13. Report to the Director of Supply and Maintenance for information
on fire watches being established.
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Leaflet 5

PERMANENT PHASE

S• ADMINISTRATIVE CLER

Imnortant For Survival That You Carry Out All These Instructions.

1. Distribute, collect, Classify, and file Li-e forms on the
Administrative Clerk's List of Shelter Forms found on the follow-
ing page. The Assistant Shelter Manager will give you the
Information Cards filled out by the shelter occupants.

2. Perforn secretarial duties for the Shelter Manager.

-You are to record the individual radiation dose received by
those persons in the shelter whose duties require them to go
outside the shelter for short periods of time (for example,
the radiological team, Safety Watch). Also keep a daily
record of the in-shelter level of radiation by section. The
Director of Radioloqical Monitoring and Comnunications will
give you this information to enter on the Section Radiation
Dose Record form. Keep dose records on the back of the
Information Cards for those individuals who received any
dosage above that of their section.

-Under the direction of the Shelter Manager, keep a daily log
of all events that occur in the shelter--for example, arrivals
and departures, crimes and disciplinary measures, group enter-
tainment, births, and deaths. Record the names of all persons
involved. The Shelter Log is attached to this sheet.

-Attend meetings of the shelter staff and Advisory Council and
keep the minutes. The Advisory Council consists of the
Assistant Shelter Manager and the Section Leaders. Record
points of discussion, decisions that were made, and any other
pertinent information in the Shelter Log.

-Follow the instructions of the Shelter Manager.

3. You should obtain all the completed copies of each of the
following forms for your files. Some staff members need to keep
their forms. Make copies of these. Keep your files in order so
the Shelter Manager can immediately obtain information when he
needs it. Properly kept records are vital:
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Administrative Clerk's List of Shelter Forms

iI
jTgMoragy Stf For.msJ (Obtain all forms from the Assistant Shelter Manager.)

-Information Cards

-Medical Record

-Temporary Communications Officer's Log

Make a list of the na~mes and positions of temporary staff members.

Permanent Staff Forms

-Administrative Clerk's Section Radiation Dose Record

-Shelter Log

-Medical Record (Make a daily copy for your files.)

-Radiological Monitor's Log (Make a daily copy for your files.)

-Communications Monitor's Log--Outgoing Messages (Make a daily
copy for your files.)

-Commnunications Monitor's Log-Incoming Messages (Make a daily
copy for your files.)

-Section Leader's Food Ration Check List (Make a daily copy for
your files.)

-Section Leader's Water Ration Check List (Make a daily copy for
your files.)

-Shelter Staff Organization Chart (Obtain staff members' names
from the Shelter Manager.)

-Shelter Map (Obtain information from the Shelter Manager.)

-Shelter Schedule (Obtain from the Shelter Manager.)

-Supply Inventory (Obtain information from the Director of Supply
and Maintenance.)

(Multiple copies of some of these
forms would be included in
handbooks to be used operationally.)
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Administrative Clerk's
Section Radiation Dose Record

Important for ..Z-: -7a-.. Z This rBe & --Do Daily

2i rections± After the Director of Radiological Monitoring andC(ommunice: ions has completed his daily section monitoring, get acopy of his readings for your own records. If he takes more thanont reading per section per day, record the average reading in the
proper box.

1 2 3' 6 7 6 8910 1 -
Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Section 46

Sectin 5

Section 6

Section 7

Section 8

! ....Section 9iSection 10

Section 11

Section 12

Section 14

Section 15

Shelter Average

(If there are more sections, use the back of this sheet.)
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Shelter Log

Directions.: Keep a log of all events occurring during your stay in
5 the shelter on this sheet. Special emphasis should be placed on the
S recording of decisions made by the Shelter Manager and his staff, as

well as the recording of births, deaths, trips outside shelter, etc.I Be sure to record the proper date and tLme for each entry, as well as
the initials of the person who records that entry. Make additional
pages if needed.

I Date/Time ;'ent Initials

E.am.le *
9/3/66 4:10 P.M.- Security detail sent out to inspeý-t ABC

. 4%15 P.M. building for damage that could endanger
shelter. Members were foreman John
Doe, Ed Smith, Jim Jones. No serious
damage reported.

I

- oI
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Medical Record

• • • s et 
T r e a t e d

.~ 

i •

(16t )
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Radiological Monitor's Log

Inside .Ohelter Location of Monitor's
,ate/Time Rate R"adings Readin2 initialy

25 April, 7 A.M. .5 r Section I MLK

I 5
(107
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Communications Monitor's Log
(Outgoing messa4,;)

Message Monitor's
Date/Time Message Seat To 2Ordered ,B Initials-

Examile:
25 April Shelter secure and EOC Shelter Manager MLK

8 A.M. filled to capacity

(18
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Communications Monitor's Log
(Incoming 8e58aqes)

Date/Time
Reported to

Source of Shelter Monitor's
steiTime .... qs e X49jsaa Manage:r Initials

II
----- 25 April Fallout has started R~adio 25 April XLK/ •6 A.M. 6:15 A.M.
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Shelter Mapon the bottom of this page, you should draw a rough copy of the
floor plan of your shelter. Listed below are several items whichshould be on the ma'.1. Fige Extinguishers 

8. Nursery Area2. jase Box 9. Doors3. Plumbin~ F'ixture 10. High Radiation Areas (danger areas)4- Conmode Area8
Cr. Communication$s et-up5. Su•plies 
12. Air Vents or Ducts

6. Medical Area 13. Radioiogicaj Monitox's Area7. ConTmaxid Post 14. Water Pipe Tap Location

(
I j

]
!
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Sur- .y Inventory

Inventory taken by _________ Date

D-irections: Use this page to take invento~ry of the supplies stocked
in the shelter. Take a careful count of all suple
as listed.

1. Food:
a. NŽjumber of N; Biscuit boxes______
b. Number of L., Cracker boxes______
c. Number of Burz, ;iscuit boxes______
d. Number of Nebraska Cracker boxes______
e. Niumber of Bulqur Wafer boxes

Total number of boxes______

2. Carbohydrate Supplement.- Number of tins______

3. Water:
a. Number of full drums______
b- Partially full drums______

(Equivalent in full drums)
c. Number of empty drums______

Total amount of water ______

4. medical Kits:
a. Numb~er of Medical Kits A _____

b. Number of Medical Kits C _____

Total number of Medical Kits______

S. Sanitation Kits:
a. Number of Sanitation Kits ill____
b. Number of Sanitation Kits IV _ ____

Total numiber of Sanitation Kits______

6. Radiation Detection Kit: Number of kits______

7. V'entilation Kit: Number of kits ______
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Leaflet 6

PERMANENT PHASE

DIRZCTOR OF RADIOLOGICAL
MONITORING AND COMMUNICaTIONS

IMortant For Survival That You tarry Out All These Instructions.

You are in charge of radiolog~cal monitoring and communications
in the shelter.

Do Immediately
1. Radiological Monitoring

-Locate the yellow radiological monitoring instruments and the
yellow booklet entitled Handbook for Radiological Monitors.
(The Temporary Radiological Officer should have these.)

-Select at least 6 people with backgrounds in electronics, phys-
ics, or other sciences to be your radiological monitoring team.

Make selections using Section Leaders' assistance and informa-
tion Cards. Information Cards are in the possession of the

Administrative Clerk.

-Train this staff to perform in-shelter monitoring operations
using the Handbook for Radiological Monitors; refer to pages
"22-24, "Shelter Operations." Read the entire booklet when you
have time.

-Set up a 24-hour watch schedule (three 8-hour shifts) to monitor

in-shelter radiation levels.

-Alternate your team members for assignments that require leaving
the shelter so that the total radiation dose any one person
accumulates will be small. When possible, use persons over 45
'or assiqnments outside of the shelter.

-Utilize the following methods to increase the available pro-
tection against radioactivity, if radiation doses approach
critical levels in the shelter:

-Increase shielding by piling up dense items between the
shelter occupants and the source of radiation. Food boxes,
water drums, and other shelter supplies can be used for this
purpose.

-Rope off areas that cannot be shielded.

-Construct baffles in front of doora and windows.I
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level records,. Other team members who are required to go out-
side the shelter should report to you when they return; you
should determine the dose they received and report it to the
Administrative Clerk.

-Perform all in-shelter monitoring operations as outlined in the
section of the Handbook for Radiological Monitozs entitled
"Shelter Operations."

2. Communications
In supervising the Comnmnications Monitor's team, make sure that
the following things are done:

-Establish a 24-hour communications watch and see to it that all
messages sent and received are accurately recorded on the Com-
munications Monitor's Log attached to this leaflet.

-Make certain that all incoming messages are given to the Shelter

Manager.

General Directions
1. Radiological Monitoring

"-Make sure that shelter emergence takes place only when radiation
levels are low enough to be safe, and after proper authorization
(Emergency Operating Center). Emergence before the radiation
level is safe should be considered only when the shelter becomes
dangerous through fires or structural damage. Temporary exit
may occur when the dead are buried, waste and garbage are
removed, supplies are replenished, and preparation is begun for
recovery operations. Those who participate in initial emergence

should be provided with radiological instruments and told how
long they can remain outside the shelter.

-Inform the Shelter Manager when it is safe to leave the shelter
permanently. Give each person a written approximation of his
accumulated dose.

2. Communications
Establish a uniform procedure for sending messages.
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Radiological Monitor's Log

I Inside Shelter Location of Monitor'sDate/Time Rate Readings Readin . Initials

25 April, 7 A.M. .5 r Section 1 MLK

I i
I[

V .

(Multiple copies of this form
wouz•ld be included in a handbook
to be used operationally.)
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i

Communications Monitor's Log
(Outgoing Messages)

Date/Tim Messa e Sent To Ordered B itiale
.x anmp le -:

25 April Shelter secure and EOC Shelter Manage MLK8 A.M.I filled to capacity

(Multiple copies of this form
woUldbe included in a handbook
to be used operationally.)
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Commnunications Monitor's Log
(Incoming Messages)

Date/Time
Reported to

Source of Shelter Monitor's
Daty/Time, Message Message Manager Initials

3 ~Example:

25 April Fallout has started Radio 25 April MLK
6 A.M. 6:15 A.M

ii

(Multiple copies of this form
would be included in a handbook

Sr to be used operationally.)

I
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Leaflet 7

PMLMA±ENT PHASE

DIRECTOR OF TRAINING

IJMportant For Survival M You C Out A These Instruactons.

1. Your total responsibility is to see that (1) the shelter popula-
tion is trained concerning the nature of radioactive fallout,
(2) Section Leaders give attention to the problems of shelter
living, and (3) the group is trained for the time when they leave
the shelter either temporarily or permanently. The following
pages contain material covering these aspects of training. The
material is designed to give basic information, and lecture or
discussion leaders may draw from it in their presentations. k

2. Choose and train assistants to lead discussions in consultation
with Section Leaders. Give a topic to each assistant so he can
read the material and prepare to discuss it.

3. Organize discussion groups of people either by (1) sectional
* "discussions if the shelter is large, or (2) leading a discussion

with all people attending if the shelter is small.

4. Make discussion periods brief. If people are interested, however,
discussion could be continued. Present training lectures twice a
day.

5. Presentation of the training material should be kept on a level
that most persons can comprehend. Questions and discussion
should be encouraged until everyone understands the material.

6. The lectures at the end of your instructions are arranged in the
order in which they should be presented. Material in the first
lectures will be needed to understand the later information.
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Note To Reader

It is suggested that training lectures covering the followingtopics be included in a handbook to be used operationally.
*i. Adjustment to Shelter Life

*2. Staff Organization
3. Nuclear Explosions, Fallout, and

Radiation
4. Protection from Radiation
5. Emergency Operating Center

*6. Shelter Sanitation
*7. Shelter Accident Prevention
*8. Shelter Fire Safety

9. First Aid I: Fundamental First
Aid and Artificial Respiration

10. First Aid 11: Termination of
Bleeding and Prevention of Shock

11. Worker Safety Measures
12. Water Pipe Tapping and Other

Sources of Water Supply

13. Water Decontamination
14. Water Purification
15. Food Decontamination
16. Waste Disposal
17. Rural Decontamination
18. Suitable Crops for Contaminated Land
19. Use of Contaminated Livestock

and Feeds
20. Post-Attack Food Distribution
21. Public Sanitation

*Included in this copy.
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Lecture I--Adjustment to Shelter Life

This training session is designed to help individuals adjust to
the difficulties of shelter life.

1. We are in this shelter to escape from danger due to radioactive
fallout. If we are to stay alive, we must remain here until fall-
out becomes less dangerous.

2. There will be many problems in the shelter which are not encountered
in everyday Aife. One of these problems is the lack of space. it
may not seem like it, but there is enough space for everyone. We
must all follow one rule--be considerate of others.

3. Sleeping in a room full of people will be a new experience, and
sleeping conditions will be very crowded. The floors are much
harder than beds; it will take two or three nights to get used to
them. One thing which may help is to improvise pillows or mats
from coats, shirts, or sweaters. A little exercising will help us
get the kinks out after a night's sleep. There will be a night
security watch on duty every night to protect us while we sleep.

4. Another problem for many people, and especially children, will be
the lack of physical activity. We can all do some exercising, but
not much. Children will not be able to run and play noisily.

5. Many of us will be upset because we cannot take a bath or brush
our teeth every day. There is not enough water for baths, and
there is no place to take one. If it bothers us to be dirty or
have body odor, we rhould remember that everyone else has the same
problem. Nobody will be concerned if we are dirty or if we have
body odor or if our clothes are wrinkled because they will be in
the same condition. After a few days, no one will even think
about being dirty.

6. The chemical commodes may be a big problem for some of us because
of the height. They were made this way for a purpose, because as
water drums they need to hold a lot of water. There will be one
or two food boxes placed by each commode. If the commode is too
high for you, step up on the food boxes and sit on the commode.
Adults should always accompany children 6 years and younger to the
commode. Follow instructions of the Commode Monitors. Their job
is to see that the Commode Area is kept clean. If it is not kept
clean, diseases will spread.

7. Provisions have been made for medical problems such as illness,
injury, and personal sanitation. There are medical supplies in
the shelter, and there is a medical staff to help us.
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8. The food may cause some problems. There is enough food in the
shelter to last for two weeks. This supply will provide each
person with minimum daily calorie requirements.

The food consists of crackers and a carbohydrate supplement
in the form of candy drops. On a diet consisting only of crackers,
carbohydrate supplement, and water, everyone may have a few problems.
One of these problems may appear to be constipation. However, the
decrease in food consumption usually results in a decrease in, or
absence of bowel movements.,

Another problem caused by the food is that many children may
not lilke it and will not eat it. As a ret;ult, some get sick and
may even vomit, this reaction is normal and should not cause any
* I alarm. Parents or other adults should firmy i±nsist that children
eat aL their daily food rations so that sickness can be curtailed
or prevented. A cereal can be made by grinding carbohydrate supple-
ment and crackers into water; it has been found that the rations are
more acceptable to some children in this form. Of course, adults,
too, should eat all of theit allotted food rations.

9. There is no single temperature that will suit everyone. It may be
too hot for some people and too cold for others. We must try to
adjust to the temperature as well as we can. If we really can't
stand it, we should talk to our Section Leaders; they may be able
to determine if there is a cooler or warmer place in the shelter.
it may also be humid and there will be very little fresh air. We
all can help this situation by moving around as little as possible
so we will perspire less.

10. One problem which cannot be tolerated is noise, Do not allow
children to yell or play noisy games. Try not to raise your own
voices.

11. Another problem which may bother many people is boredom. One way
to ease this problem is to participate in the shelter activities.
Bingo games, checker games, cards, and many other items can be
made from the cardboard food boxes.

12. If anyone has any complaints or suggestions, he should see his
Section Leader. All disputes will be settled through the Section
Leaders or the Shelter Manager. No violence will be tolerated in
the shelter. The one rule to follow in the shelter is the Golden
Rule: Do unto others as you would have them do unto you. Whenever
you can, go even further. Try to be helpful to others.

13. The shelter staff is responsible for our welfare. We can help them
by doing the jobs they give us and by cooperating with other people.

14. Are there any questions or comments?
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Lecture 2--Staff Organization

This training session is designed to acquaint everyone with the
organization of the shelter management staff.

1. The shelter staff has been organized with the aid of the Shelter
Handbook. The purpose of the Handbook is to help get us through
this period of shelter confinement alive and in good health and
to prepare us for the post-attack world.

2. The authority of the shelter management staff should not be
questioned u"less there is an extremely urgent reason for doi.n
so.

3. The Shelter Manager is (name) . (He, She) is
the person responsible for seeing that all the functions in the
shelter are carried out.

4. The Shelter Manager is aided by the Assistant Shelter Manager,
(name) . (His, Her) job is to help the Shelter
Manager take care of details and to take the Shelter Manager's
place if it should become necessary.

5. The Adminiitrative Clerk is responsible for keeping a copy of all
records and recording the minutes of staff meetings. (He, She)
is (name)

6. The Director of Operations is respo;.sible for food and water
distribution, sleeping arrangements, food sanitation, and medical
care. (He, She) is (name) . The Director of
Operations may ask for volunteers to help (him, her) with thez'.
many duties, and our cooperation is essential.

7. The Head of the Shelter Medical Staff is .. aja e___,
and (he, she) is serving as our physician. If we have any medical
complaints, we are to see the Head of the Shelter Medical Staff in
the MEDICAL AREA.

8. The Director of Supply and Maintenance is (name)
(He, She) is responsible for supplies, maintenance, sanitation, and
security watches. (He, She), too, will need many volunteers to
help (him, her), and our cooperation is necessary.

9. The Head of the Fire Control Team is (name)
and (he, she) is responsible for seeing that fire prevention
rules are prepared and followed,

10. The Director of Radiological Monitoring and Communuications is
""�(na) (He, She) has the im.rtant job of
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Shs) i char[e of t-he ntn-ery, exercise, recreation, and
relig"I.As activities. Thu:se activities will make the shelter stay
pass more quickly and pleasantlyv The .iric..o. of 7ctivities will

also nee-d volunteers.

12. i -,a the Director el Training, (nam..... My job
is tc direct o,'r attention to the problems of shelter living, to
try and inform everyone about the nature of radioactive fallout,
and to provide training material to prepare us for the time when
we leave tne sh'olter. Please cooperate with me by rcmaining alert
during these training sessions and participating in the discussion
groups that we will orgmnize.

13. The Section Leaders are (list of names)

We will be in close contact with our Section Leaders each day,
The Section Leaders are responsible for organizing and maintaining
their sections. We should listen and respond to them when they ask
for our help. If we have any questions or problexns, we should con-
sult our Section Leaders rather than any other staff member. If
a Section Leader does not know the answer, he will find out.

14. Are there any questions or comments?
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•h• 7i~rrance and tech -nques Of Zhelter sanitation are the
topics for discussion during thi.5 training session.

. IL is very important that all of us observe good sanitation habits
while we are in the shelter. Since there are many people living
close touether dia..as. and infection can very easily spread if we
are not careful. Disease and infection would add ismaeasurably
to the difficulties of shelter life. There are many things that
we can do to see that proper sanitation habits are observed.

2. All trash should be thrown into the proper containers immediately.
Trash must not accumulate: therefore, everyone should get into the
habit of using the trash containers.

3. Help with cleaning up the shelter area when instructed to do so by
the staff. The less dirt and dust present in the shelter, the less
the likelihood of disease.

4. If we are dispensing food or water, it is essential that our hands
be as clean as possible; use the hand cleaner if it is stocked. If
at all possible, do not touch the food directly; use an improvised
ecoop or the plastic gloves provided.

5. The corm.iodes function as effectively as possible using chemicals.
Some odor, however, is unavoidable. Please be very careful when
using the coznmodes so that odor and inconvenience will be kept to
a minimum. A messy commode is both unpleasant and dangerous, since
it can aid the spreading of disease. Always sit when using the
commodes. Young children must always be accompanied by an adult
when they use the commodes. Obey the instructions of the Director
of Supply and Maintenance and the Commode Monitors. Remember some-
one will be using the commode after us and we will be using it again
after someone else. Do not throw sharp-edged objects into the corn-
modes, as they will cut the bag liners and cause leaks. Cigarette
butts should not be thrown in commodes either, as they may burn
holes in the bag liners and also cause leaks.

Maps and brooms used in the Conmode Area should not be used
anywhere else in the shelter.

0. 1Z w have a . should try not to sneeze or couch on other
shelterees.

7. Sickness should be reported immediately to the Head of the Shelter
Medical Staff so that any contagious aspects of the illness will
not be spread to the rest of the shelter population.

S. Are there any questions or cumments?
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4 1
Lectuare 7--SThelter Aczideru. Prevention

This traIning lecture is designed -ro inform, everyone aboilt the
importance and methods of accident prevention.

1. Because so many people are crowded together in the shIelter and
because people may be fatigued, acciderts are =ore likely to
happen in a she-ter environiment than in the outside environment.

2. Prevention of accidents is very important, since accidents can
seriously injure the person involved. Accidents place a burden on
the shelter staff as well as on others, and the shelter may not have
the facilities for dealing with the accident, in addition, accidents
are bad for shelter morale.

3. Carelessness is one of the main causes of accidents, and it is easy
to become careless if we are tired or bored. Carelessness can cause
injuries to ourselves or someone else. Such accidents as knocking
over a water drum or severe bleeding caused by broken glass can be
a result of carelessness. If we remember the consequences of care-
lessness, we will tend to be careful of what we do in the shelter.

4. The lack of prevention can be another source of accidents. Not
keejp.aig dangerous medicines out of the reach of children is a good

example of lack of prevention. T'e following items suggest ways to
r• prevent accidents in the shelter. All of us can probably think of

V some additional suggestions.

a. Keep aisle space in all areas so that we will nct trip over each

other. See that aisles are kept free of children and articles.

b. Do not leave sharp objects lying around.

c. If carbohydrate supplement tins have jagged edges, put them
out of reach.

d. Keep dangerous chemicals and drugs out of the reach of children.

e. Make sure that people do not get too close to the ventilation
kit fan bladc.

f. Accompany children t- the commode.

g. D• not pile boxes so high that the struzture is shaky.

* h. Keep calm and be courteous to our neighbors at all times.

5. Are there any questions or comments?
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Lc.c...i.- e--S'nter Fire Safety t4

This ,,aininrg material has been prepared to acquaint everyone
•ith the meithds of fire prevention and their importance.

1, It ia ne(essary to do everyth•ing we can to avoid the poibility
of fire, If a fire does occur, we mtay be forced to abandon the
shelter; this action would expose us to the danger of radioactive
fýallout, Therefore, fire prevention is essential.

2. One source of fire is any trash that we allow to accumulate. All
trash should be thrown in an enpty carbohydrate supplement t Ln or
water drum. If at all possible, do not use cardboard boxes for
trash.

3. Careless emoking habits are another possible source of fire. All
cigarettes should be fully extinguished before they are thrown
"away. Special tins should be set up for use as ash trays and
cigarette butt cans, and ashes and cigarette butts should not be
put anywhere else. Do not smoke around bedding or auything that
can be burned. Make sure that matches are put out before throwing
them away.

4. Remember who the Head of the Fire Control Team is so that if a
fire starts, he can be summoned immediately. The Head of the

* Fire Control Team is (name)

5. Be familiar with the location of the fire-fighting equipent and
learn how to use it, Fire extinguishers are located jjnserf
location here) in the shelter.
Fire extinguishers contai.Aing vaporizing liquids such as carbon
tetrachloride, chlorobromomethane, or carbon dioxide should not
be used in a small closed area--they may produce toxic fumes in a
fire. Chck directions IQr 344 An•d •net. _= 1W .Lk .gof the
fire extinguishers efore using them,

6. In case of fire do not panic. Carry out the following instructions:
(Get instructions and shelter exit routes from the Head of the Fire
Control Team.) Each persqn must know what to do in case of fire
so I will read these instructions again.

7. Followirn is a list of fi-- prev'ention rtqulacion. arepared by
t'c ý the Fire Control Team. These regulations must be
observed by everyone. (Read list.:

8. Are there any questions or comments?
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Leaflot 8

PEIL9AM;' £1ILASE

DIRECTOR OF ACTIVITIES

LW~ra ForKQ Survival 2" =~' Car QU = Millge xntutg

You are in charge of the nursery, exercise, recreation, and religious
activities. Choose at least -.ne Z--istaiiL LU each of these duties.
Help your assistants--it is vital that you perform your job well. To
keep the shelter running properly and to function efficiently in the
post-attack world, the shelter occupant3 must maintain high morale
and remain in good physical condition. You are in a position to
stimulate interest and build morale.

-Set up a nursery period in the morning and in the afternoon.
Each nursery period should last for 1-2 hours.

-Divide the children into groups by age, if necessarys 2 to 4
years, 4 to 6 years, and 6 to 8 years.

-Use an adult to child ratio of approximately 1 to 8 when
choosing assistants. (Teen-age girls make good assistants.)

-Use one room for the nursery, if the shelter has several rooms.
Sot A•ide an area in an out-of-the-way part of the room, if
the shLiter has only one room. Establish a nursery on each
floor, if the shelter has several floors.

-Present new activities to the children every 30 minutes.

-Schedule rast or sleep for at least 15 minutes at some time

during each nursery period.

-Use the nursery period to instruct the children on the proper
use of chemical commodes.

-Make announcements encouraging parents to send their children
to the nurqery so that children will be occupied and adults
can rest.

-Check to see that each Section Leader has appointed a guardian
for every child without his parents in the shelter. These
children may require special attention in the nursery.

2. Execis and Macreati

-Discuss the following points with your assistants before setting
up the exercise and recreation schedules (1) Keep the shelter
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tempaeature In mind Wjhan settIna -up an. egercase schet",.P i
THE TS;MPERA2J'RL IS WAPY HOT, _IX r t. ,r
ltlla ý)bULD hVW PEOPL HOrIIPE AND RAISS MHE HULMIDITY ANDr
T!JMflRATMfl Or TME SH-XLVt1. I' the ter-peratvtre is very cold,
vigorous exercise will raise the body temperature. (2) Consult
with +he Shelter Manager and the Head of the- Shelter Mledical
Staff before organizing exercise. (3) Keep in mind that the
shelter population is on a low caloric diet, arnd (4) tney might
not he accustomed to strenuous exercise.

-Allow the individual to decide whether or not he should exercise.
Never force anyone to do so.

-Set up a system BY wh-..ich people can sign out recreational
supplies for short periods, if they are stocked in the shelter.
If no recreational supplies are stocked, some people may have
ideas about how to make simple items such as cards, checkers,
etc. Examples of several games are given on the next few pages.

-Schedule evening activities .n accordance wir-n the needs of the
shelter group, keeping in mind that young children and infants
require an early bedtime.

3. Religious Activities

-Set up a non-denominational Sunday service, and arrange for
4, nightly vesper services, if requested.

-Ask ministers or other clergymen, if they are present, to act
as religious counselors to others.

4. Gmes
Some type of entertainment is necessary to prevent boredom and
depression during a long period of shelter confinement. Both
adults and children should be encouraged to play games and sing
songs. Some suggestions for gamnes are included below:

-Bingo--This game is an excellent one which can be enjoytd by
all pe2sonflS. Awards can be given to the winners.

-Draw Bingo ctid. uz. cnei b-;!k of cardboard food box flaps.

-Use scraps of paper for beans.

-Number scraps of paper from one to seventy-five and place
them in an empty can. To play, dzaw out and call a number,
one at a time.

'I
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-Prepare -.tsttr '.". hcard ag I-trlt !n . 4
I row 11. '1 Masts Big Board
N row 31-45 A

G row 4&-60 lB I N G 0

--- erow u1e 5 ree p 3 1 61
IV. dividuars Bin B qo card a

F t 4
Nl•e Gi

' -Charades-______-hi gam cosssoIw em ofie ebzeah

~~ J121

-Checkers--Reproduce checkerboard wherever possible, and use

the dark squares inl the right places.

Player

-Charades--This game consists of two tearms of five members each.
Team members should be changed frequently.
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II
IsoAnetrzc cohtrnc-ti(ýn exercises take ssry !;Uttle tirse.ye"e

ri.ce arc designed to wo-,rk out a im'UNCIAC by puashlnq or nlq.efit
an n&anvable objct such as a wall, or by p;lirqn. It agxinst the
opwition of another muscle.

Maintain tanSion :no More than• eight aece;.ds for each contraction.Do little or. no hreathi ", in a- !oý•ti rezt'!!c dc-u~pl

Scontract ions. Use the first three or four seconds to
build up to the maximum degree of force and the resnaining tour or
five Recone" to hold it•

-Noto

-Starting Position: Sit or stand, with interlaced fingers on
forehead.

Action: Forcibly exert a forward push of head while

resisting equally hard with hands.

-Starting Position: Sit or stand, with interlaced fingers
behind head.

Action: Push head backward while exerting a forward pull
with hands.

(Using this as an example, other isometric exercises can be
made up utilizing different muscle groups.)

t
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S...t .. trl .•dj ynnouncementu to everyone in your section.
After rnaking the a;-,omncemrents, uarry out the remaining instruc-
"tions in order,

-Everyone sit down and be quiet. My nname is . i.t.n
Si ~have been appcinted to he i,-_::ton•ader. lista)n

cl±osely to the :oiiowXne is inpurtant that
you pay close attention, We must stay in our Section area
until the shelter is c.inpletely organized. It is beat to
remain seated. You may talk, but please talk softly and keep
your children as quiet as possible.

-From now on when I want your attention, I will raise my arms.
Then you too should raise your arms as a signal for others to
be quiet.

-As you have been told, this shelter is well protected. You -:
are safe as long as you rtwaain here, Do not attempt to leave
the marked shelter area. Vie rest of the building has higher
radiation levels.

-The shelter is stocked with food, water, medical, and sanita-
tion supplies. Naturally, we must use these supplies sparingly.

-There must be aisle space between sections.

-There will be no smoking until smoking regulations have been
established. This is necessary because of crowded conditions.

-When you use the ccnnode, follw the instructions of the
Commode Monitor. Everyone must cooperate in keeping the
Commode Area clean so that diseares will not spread. Also
remember that each of you will ser~ve as Commode Monitor at
least once during the sheltei stay. Since monitors are
responsible for commode sanitition, it will be easier for
everyone if each of us ie careful when using the commode. It
is very important that no sha7 p objects be thrown into the
conmnodes.

-It is important that all o'. ou wear your shoes at all times to
avoid cuts, and that you put trash immediately into containers.
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-Drinking cups will be issued to each of you. The cups are

limited to one per person and must be preserved in good condi-
tion. Cup racks will be made to help keep your cups in good
condition. Write your name on your cup before placing it in
the cup rack. Parents are responsible !:or keeping their child-
ren's cups usable.

-The staff directors need assistants to help them carry out
essential tasks. Everyone who is able will serve on so.e
watch duty.

-Do not attempt to make a telep-hone call over any telephone in
the building. Telephones that are working are to be used for
civil defense operations only.

-If there are any children in this section whose parents are
not in the shelter, they must be assigned a guardian for the
duration of the shelter period. The child will be assigned to
an adult whom he already knows, if possible. I must have the[ name of the child and guardian for the Bhelter record, so
please come up now.

2. After you have read the above announcements, record the names,
sex, and ages of any children without parents and the names of
the guardians. These names must be given to the Administrative
Clerk, along with an accurate count of the people in your section.

3. Make sure thie instructions in the announcements are being followed.
Begin to select members of your section for duty on the various
watches. Use the Section Leader's Selection Chart to make good
selections. Keep a list of the people selected. The staff direc-
tors will tell you when your section is to furnish assistants.

4. List the location of shelter supplies, food, water, fire equipment,
ventilation equipment, Medical Area, Commode Area, section location,
fire exit routes, Command Post, and nursery on the Section Leader's
Map Form and post it in your section area.

5. Check with the Director of Operations on how to distribute food
and water in your section. It is important that you keep a check
1.st of food and water distribution to ensure that each person
receives his fair share and no more. The check lists are at the
end of these instructions.

6. Make cup racks for your section and see that they are used. Near
the end of these instructions are directions for making cup racks.
Make certain that individuals write their names on their cups,
using lipstick, pen, or pencil. If a central dispensing point for
water is used, take the cups in their racks to this point for each
meal and for each water break.
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i7. If you are instructed to do so by the Shelter Manager, collect
food and water, weapons, portable radio6 and other items that may
have been brcught into the shelter and turn them over to the
Director of Supply and Maintenance.

8. Check with Head of the Fire Control Team for fire regulations and
review these regulations with your section.

Do DaO iz
1. Assign persons to conduct a morning and evening clean-up period in

your section a:cea. (See the Section Leader's SelecLion Chart.)
2. Feed your section as directed by the Director of Operations.

theýt -ce, Fqt9giLq~dg oo In iat= ,BA119_ Cbz it to

make sure that each person receives his fair share and no more.
(Record rations for each meal: Breakfast (B), Lunch (L),
Afternoon(A), and Supper (S).) Food water must be strcL
rationed. If sectional feeding is followed, send someone to the
Supply Area before each meal and water break to get the rations
for your section.

3. Utilize the most efficient use of space in your section, making
certain that aisle space is always maintained.

4. When the Director of Supply and Maintenance assigns your section
Commode Monitor duties for a particular day, prepare a list
assigning a male and female post in one hour shifts for each area,
using persons over 14 years of age. These shifte should be assigned
from 7 A.M. to 11 P.M. (or during waking hours on the schedule).
Be impartial in assigning this duty and see that it is rotated
among everyone in your section, even if they have other duties
such as Safety Watch, etc. If the Director of Supply and Mainte-
nance tells you that another section is to share Commode Monitor
duties for that day, the lists for both sections should be
coordinated.

5. After each meal in the sectional feeding method, return all food
not dispensed to the Director of Supply and Maintenance, and make
certain that cups are replaced in the racks. Parents are responsi-
ble for their children's cups.

6. Before bedtime have everyone clear the floor for sleeping. Make
sure that an aisle is left for those who will have to move
around at night.

7. Call for a quiet period just before bedtime--relaxation will help
children to go to sleep.
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1. Familiarize your section with the following points:

-It is important that everyone eat to avoid upset stomachs and
j headaches.

-Parents can make cereal for children by crumbling food squares
in water; carbohydrate supplement can be used for flavoring.

-Mouthi soreness may occur as a result ot eating too mgch cpl-'-

hydrate supplement.

-Food and water must not be wasted.

-It is important that each person use his own cup and kaep it in
Sgood shape. Cups should be labeled by name and cup racks uti-
lized.I -Cleanliness and sanitation should be maintained.

-Persons should cooperate and not take up more room than
necessary.

-Parents should keep their children quiet because noise mpy
bother others. Parents should send their children to the
nursery when it is in session.

2. It may be helpful to delineate the section with chalk or pencil.

3. If there is something that you need to know or a question that
you cannoL answer, get the information from the Assistant Shelter
Manager.

4. Try to solve sectional problems without asking for help. Try to
stop arguments before they become serious. If people do not get
along, talk with the Assistant Shelter Manager about swapping
people with another section. Inform the Administrative Clerk of
the exchange so he can correct his records.

5. Extra water is not available except for emergency use. If, in
your opinion, a person needs extra water, send him to the Medical
Area where the medical attendant on duty will give him water if
he needs it.

6. Act as a model for the people in your section. Remain calm, be
confident, and do not panic. People are looking to you as a
leader whose actions can be followed. Offer help to those who
appear to need it.

7. Act as a member of the Advisory Council; this comnuittee represents
the people to management. Thne Assistant Shelter Manager will
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inform you of meetings. The council should consider all complaints
and suggestions for improvement. If you feel that it would be
helpful and relieve tension, you may take representatives from
your section to the meetings Lo that they can directly state their
grievances or suggestions.

8. Work with the training assistants i"X leading sectional discussions
of training mraterial.

9. Encoucage o>ur people to follow the activities suggested by the
management staff.

I

YOUR MPThM SUPERV-OR. IjS ME ASSISTANT SHELTER MANAGER
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Section Leader's Watch List

Place a tally mark in the appropriate bQo, indicating euch t~ie a
person has served on duty.

t0

-jList
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Ihe directions outlined below are for making a cup rack for
40 cups, from survival cracker or carbohydrate supplement boxes.
Tools needed are a pencil and a pocket knife,

A*Ad .Ih~mh AU thl Ae ~ in k~o kqqjXQAa.
1. atth to fux 2.Beqin at top laft 3. Turn cup aroundIflaps off the box and of one 4 of box. and draw a smallersave them. Using the aJ#X_& end of circle -In the center

a cup, drav a circle of the fizat circle.
about I f •o each
edge

SC _j ' C3~

4. Cut a third circle 5. Take the pattern 6. Beginning at one
midway between the piece you have cut out •, cut the entire: first two circles, and draw around its box in half.
Cut the third circle edges, making circlea
-tygl-the piece you about I" apart, on
cut out will be used both sides of the box.
as a pattern for the (Four rows of 5 holes
rest of the rack. gives 20 holes per

side.) Then cut out
the holes.

I0

7. On one half of the 8. On the other half 9. When the tabsbox, p4t 6 slits at of the box, make 6 and slits are made,
the positions shown, tabs by cutting along fit the halves to-
Make each slit about the lines shown. The gether as shown.
2' long, and close to tabs should be made at
the edges of the box. positions corres-

sponding to the slits
in the other half of
the box. Make each tab

* about 2" long and I"
high.
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Section Leader's Map Form

On the bottom of this sheet draw a rough sketch of the shelter area.
Include your section area, Commode Area, Medical Area, Supply Area,
Command Post, nursery, location of Ventilation Kit, location of fire
"extinguishers and emergency fire-exit routes. Check with the
Assistant Shelter Manager to make sure that your map is acc-ýrate.
Post the map in a conspicuous place in your section after it has been
checked. Tell everyone to look at the map if they need to know a
particular location.
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Note to Reader
Twelve Copies of the Preceding

Section Leader's illstruction leaflet
would be included in a handbook to beused operationally.
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